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Introduction

Welcome to TQUK.

TQUK is an Awarding Organisation recognised by the Office of Qualifications and Examinations
Regulation (Ofqual) in England, CCEA Regulation in Northern Ireland and by Qualifications Wales.
TQUK offers qualifications which are regulated by Ofqual and, in some cases, by CCEA Regulation and/or
Qualifications Wales, sit on the Regulated Qualifications Framework (RQF) and are listed on the Register
of Regulated Qualifications (http://register.ofqual.gov.uk/).
Our qualifications are designed to support and encourage learners to develop their knowledge and skills.
This development may result in progression into employment or career development in the workplace.
Our qualifications also allow learners to progress onto further qualifications.
Please visit our website www.tquk.org for news of our latest developments.

Qualification Specifications
Each qualification which TQUK offers is supported by a specification that includes all the information
required by a centre to deliver a qualification. Information in the specification includes unit information,
assessment and learning outcomes.
The aim of the Qualification Specification is to guide a centre through the process for delivering the
qualification.
Please read it alongside the TQUK Centre Handbook.
Details of TQUK’s procedures and policies can be found on our website www.tquk.org
Qualification specifications can be found also be found on our website www.tquk.org
Please check the website regularly to ensure that you are using the most up to date version.
If you have any further questions, please contact TQUK.

Use of TQUK Logo, Name and Qualifications
TQUK is a professional organisation and use of its name and logo is restricted. TQUK’s name may only
be used by recognised centres to promote TQUK qualifications. Recognised centres may use the logo
for promotional materials such as on corporate/business letterheads, pages of a centre's website
relating to TQUK qualifications, printed brochures, leaflets or exhibition stands.
When using TQUK’s logo, there must be no changes or amendments made to it, in terms of colour, size,
border and shading. The logo must only be used in a way that easily identifies it as TQUK’s logo.
Any representation of TQUK’s logo must be done so as a representation of the true logo.
It is the responsibility of the centre to monitor the use and marketing of TQUK‘s logos and
qualifications on their own materials as well as on those of any re-sellers or third parties that they may
use. TQUK should be made aware of relationships with re-sellers or third parties including any
additional websites that the centre will use in addition to their own website. If this information is
changed TQUK should be notified. TQUK is required to monitor centre’s websites and materials to
ensure that learners are not being misled.
If a centre is no longer a TQUK recognised centre it must immediately discontinue the use of TQUK’s
logo, name and qualifications.

Introduction to the Qualification
The TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Food and Beverage Service (RQF), TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in
Food Service (RQF), TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Beverage Service (RQF), TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma
in Hospitality Services (RQF) are regulated by Ofqual.

Qualification Purpose
The purpose of these qualifications is to develop and confirm learners’ skills and competences in a
variety of job roles within the hospitality sector. There is a choice of qualifications designed to meet the
needs of different parts of the sector. Learners may use the qualifications to confirm their competence in
a job role, progress to further training including apprenticeships or to further vocational qualifications.

Entry Requirements
There are no specific entry requirements however learners should have a minimum of level two in
literacy and numeracy or equivalent.
The qualification is suitable for learners of 16 years of age and above.

Progression
Successful learners can progress to other qualifications such as:
TQUK Level 3 NVQ Diploma in Hospitality Supervision and Leadership
Level 3 Award in Hospitality Business Management
Level 3 Certificate in Licensed Hospitality Operations
Level 3 Certificate in Hospitality Retail Outlet Management
Structure
TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Food and Beverage Service (RQF)
Learners must achieve a minimum of 37 credits: 15 credits from Group M; a minimum of 3 credits must
be achieved from Group A and a minimum of 3 credits must be achieved from Group B. A further
minimum of 16 credits must be achieved from Group A, Group B and/or Group C.
Total Qualification Time for this qualification: 370 hours.

Guided learning hours: 279.
Mandatory Units
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Maintenance of a safe,
hygienic and secure
working environment

F/601/4218

1

25

3

Working effectively as
part of a hospitality
team

T/601/4216

1

22

3

Give customers a
positive impression of
yourself and your
organisation

L/601/0933

2

33

5

Maintain food safety
when storing, holding
and serving food

A/601/5030

2

31

4

Optional Units
Group A
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Provide a counter and
takeaway service

L/601/5016

1

30

3

Serve food at the table

H/601/4986

2

31

4

Provide a silver service

J/601/4950

2

51

6

Provide a buffet and
carvery service

A/601/4945

2

32

4

Group B
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Serve alcoholic and soft
drinks

J/601/4978

2

46

5

Prepare and serve
cocktails

L/601/4982

2

40

5

Prepare and serve wines

K/601/4939

2

41

5

Prepare and serve
dispensed and instant
hot drinks

T/601/4927

2

30

3

Prepare and serve hot
drinks using specialist
equipment

F/601/4932

2

36

4

Group C
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Prepare and clear areas
for counter and
takeaway service

F/601/4994

1

25

3

Prepare and clear areas

F/601/4915

2

32

4

for table service
Prepare and clear the
bar area

Y/601/4922

2

29

4

Maintain cellars and
kegs

M/601/4909

2

23

3

Clean drink dispense
lines

H/601/4907

2

26

3

Receive, store and issue
drinks stock

T/601/4975

2

24

3

Resolve customer
service problems

M/601/1511

2

40

6

Promote additional
services or products to
customers

D/601/0936

2

40

6

Deal with customers
across a language divide

A/601/1219

2

53

8

Maintain customer
service through effective
handover

Y/601/1227

2

27

4

Maintain and deal with
payments

M/601/5039

2

30

4

Employment Rights and
Responsibilities in the
Hospitality, Leisure,
Travel and Tourism
Sector

T/601/7214

2

16

2

TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Food Service (RQF)
Learners must achieve a minimum of 37 credits: 15 credits from mandatory Group A, at least eight credits
from optional Group B and a further 14 credits from optional Group B or optional Group C.
Total Qualification Time for this qualification: 370 hours.
Guided learning hours: 155.
Mandatory Units
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided
Learning
Hours

Credit value

Maintenance of a safe,
hygienic and secure
working environment

F/601/4218

1

25

3

Working effectively as
part of a hospitality
team

T/601/4216

1

22

3

Give customers a
positive impression of
yourself and your
organisation.

L/601/0933

2

33

5

Maintain food safety
when storing, holding
and serving food

A/601/5030

2

31

4

Group B
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Prepare and clear areas
for counter and
takeaway service

F/601/4994

1

25

3

Prepare and clear the
bar area

Y/601/4922

2

29

4

Prepare and serve wines

K/601/4939

2

41

5

Prepare and serve
dispensed and instant
hot drinks

T/601/4927

2

30

3

Prepare and serve hot
drinks using specialist
equipment

F/601/4932

2

36

4

Resolve customer
service problems

M/601/1511

2

40

6

Promote additional
services or products to
customers

D/601/0936

2

40

6

Deal with customers
across a language divide

A/601/1219

2

53

8

Maintain customer
service through effective
handover

Y/601/1227

2

27

4

Maintain and deal with
payments

M/601/5039

2

30

4

Employment Rights and
Responsibilities in the
Hospitality, Leisure,
Travel and Tourism
Sector

T/601/7214

2

16

2

Level

Guided

Group C
Title

Unit ref.

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Provide a counter and
takeaway service

L/601/5016

1

30

3

Prepare and clear areas
for table service

F/601/4915

2

32

4

Serve food at the table

H/601/4986

2

31

4

Provide a silver service

J/601/4950

2

51

6

Provide a buffet and
carvery service

A/601/4945

2

32

4

TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Beverage Service (RQF)
Learners must achieve a minimum of 37 credits: 11 credits from the Mandatory Group and at least 7 credits
from Optional Group A; the remaining 19 credits can come from Optional Group A or B
Total Qualification Time for this qualification: 370 hours.
Guided learning hours: 155.
Mandatory Units
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Maintenance of a safe,
hygienic and secure
working environment

F/601/4218

1

25

3

Working effectively as
part of a hospitality
team

T/601/4216

1

22

3

Give customers a
positive impression of
yourself and your
organisation.

L/601/0933

2

33

5

Optional Unit
Group A
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Prepare and clear the
bar area

Y/601/4922

2

29

4

Serve alcoholic and soft
drinks

J/601/4978

2

46

5

Prepare and serve
cocktails

L/601/4982

2

40

5

Prepare and serve wines

K/601/4939

2

41

5

Prepare and serve
dispensed and instant
hot drinks

T/601/4927

2

30

3

Prepare and serve hot
drinks using specialist
equipment

F/601/4932

2

36

4

Group B
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Maintain cellars and
kegs

M/601/4909

2

23

3

Clean drink dispense
lines

H/601/4907

2

26

3

Receive, store and issue
drinks stock

T/601/4975

2

24

3

Resolve customer
service problems

M/601/1511

2

40

6

Promote additional
services or products to

D/601/0936

2

40

6

customers
Deal with customers
across a language divide

A/601/1219

2

53

8

Maintain customer
service through effective
handover

Y/601/1227

2

27

4

Maintain and deal with
payments

M/601/5039

2

30

4

Employment Rights and
Responsibilities in the
Hospitality, Leisure,
Travel and Tourism
Sector

T/601/7214

2

16

2

TQUK Level 2 NVQ Diploma in Hospitality Services (RQF)
Learners must achieve a minimum of 37credits.
Option 1: Learners NOT working with food must complete all mandatory units from Group A1 (11 credits)
plus a minimum of 26 credits from the optional units in Group B1 and/or Group B2.
Option 2: Learners WORKING with food must complete all mandatory units from Group A1 (11 credits)
and one of the units in Group A2 (a minimum of 4 credits) plus minimum 22 credits from the optional
units in Group B1 and/or Group B2. Additional conditions for learners working with food: if the learner
takes food and beverage service units, they must complete unit A/601/5030 from Group A2; if the
learner takes food preparation units, they must complete unit D/601/6980 from Group A2.
If the learner takes food preparation AND food and beverage service units they must complete unit
D/601/6980 from Group A2.
The learner may only select a maximum of two level 1 units from Group B1 and Group B2.
Total Qualification Time for this qualification: 370 hours.
Guided learning hours: 266.
Mandatory Units
A1
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Maintenance of a safe,
hygienic and secure
working environment

F/601/4218

1

25

3

Working effectively as
part of a hospitality

T/601/4216

1

22

3

team
Give customers a
positive impression of
yourself and your
organisation.

L/601/0933

2

33

5

Mandatory
A2
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Maintain food safety
when storing, holding
and serving food

A/601/5030

2

31

4

Maintain food safety
when storing, preparing
and cooking food

D/601/6980

2

32

4

Optional Units
B1 Food Units
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Prepare and clear areas
for counter and
takeaway service

F/601/4994

1

25

3

Provide a counter and
takeaway service

L/601/5016

1

30

3

Prepare and clear areas
for table service

F/601/4915

2

32

4

Serve food at the table

H/601/4986

2

31

4

Provide a silver service

J/601/4950

2

51

6

Provide a buffet and
carvery service

A/601/4945

2

32

4

Convert a Room for
Dining

M/601/4697

2

23

3

Prepare and clear the
bar area

Y/601/4922

2

29

4

Serve alcoholic and soft
drinks

J/601/4978

2

46

5

Prepare and serve
cocktails

L/601/4982

2

40

5

Prepare and serve wines

K/601/4939

2

41

5

Prepare and serve
dispensed and instant
hot drinks

T/601/4927

2

30

3

Prepare and serve hot
drinks using specialist
equipment

F/601/4932

2

36

4

Maintain cellars and
kegs

M/601/4909

2

23

3

Clean drink dispense
lines

H/601/4907

2

26

3

Receive, store and issue
drinks stock

T/601/4975

2

24

3

Prepare and finish
simple salad and fruit
dishes

R/601/5437

1

16

2

Prepare and cook fish

T/601/5561

1

23

3

Prepare and cook meat
and poultry

T/601/5575

1

33

4

Prepare Hot and Cold
Sandwiches

K/601/4844

1

20

2

Produce Basic Egg
Dishes

L/601/7333

1

24

3

Produce Basic Fish
Dishes

H/601/4938

2

34

4

Produce Basic Vegetable
Dishes

R/601/4949

2

32

4

Produce Basic Rice,
Pulse and Grain Dishes

K/601/4861

2

25

3

Produce Basic Pasta
Dishes

F/601/7331

2

25

3

Prepare and present
food for cold

M/601/5364

2

35

4

presentation
Complete Kitchen
Documentation

L/601/5372

2

25

3

Set Up and Close
Kitchen

L/601/4996

2

37

4

B2 - NON-food units
Title

Unit ref.

Level

Guided

Credit value

Learning
Hours
Collect Linen and Make
Beds

F/601/5028

1

21

3

Clean Windows from the
Inside

K/601/5024

1

16

2

Cleaning and Servicing a
Range of Housekeeping
Areas

J/601/5015

2

28

3

Use of Different
Chemicals and
Equipment in
Housekeeping

D/601/5005

2

33

4

Maintain Housekeeping
Supplies

D/601/5036

2

24

3

Clean, maintain and
protect semi-hard and
hard floors

D/600/6336

2

23

4

Clean and maintain soft
floors and furnishings

H/600/6337

2

21

4

Providing a Linen
Service

H/601/5037

2

25

3

Carry Out Periodic
Room Servicing and
Deep Cleaning

K/601/5010

2

27

3

Deal with Arrival of
Customers

D/601/5120

2

32

4

Deal with Bookings

L/601/5100

2

30

4

Prepare Customer
Accounts and Deal with

A/601/5125

2

30

4

Departures
Deal with
Communications as Part
of the Reception
Function

F/601/5109

2

21

3

Produce documents in a
business environment

T/601/2482

2

15

4

2

18

4

Use office equipment

H/601/2493

Handle Mail and Book
External Services

M/601/5123

2

28

3

Provide reception
services

K/601/2480

2

15

3

Store and retrieve
information

R/601/2490

2

17

3

Provide Tourism
Information Services to
Customers

R/601/5129

2

50

5

Resolve customer
service problems

M/601/1511

2

40

6

Promote additional
services or products to
customers

D/601/0936

2

40

6

Deal with customers
across a language divide

A/601/1219

2

53

8

Maintain customer
service through effective
handover

Y/601/1227

2

27

4

Maintain and deal with
payments

M/601/5039

2

30

4

Employment Rights and
Responsibilities in the
Hospitality, Leisure,
Travel and Tourism
Sector

T/601/7214

2

16

2

Total Qualification Time
This is an estimate of the total length of time it is expected that a learner will typically take to achieve and
demonstrate the level of attainment necessary for the award of the qualification i.e. to achieve all
learning outcomes.
Total Qualification Time is comprised of GLH and an estimate of the number of hours a learner is likely
to spend in preparation, study or any other learning including assessment, which takes place as
directed by, but not under the supervision of a lecturer, supervisor or tutor. The credit value, where
given, for a qualification is determined by TQT, as one credit corresponds to 10 hours of learning.
Guided Learning Hours
These hours are made up of all real time contact time, guidance or supervision of a learner by a lecturer,
supervisor, tutor, trainer or other appropriate provider of education or training.

Assessment
The qualification is assessed by internally set and marked assessments subject to external quality
assurance.
Where indicated in the unit specifications, assessment must meet the requirements of the identified
assessment strategy/principles.
Materials for internal assessment must be submitted to TQUK for approval prior to use and must be
mapped to the relevant unit, learning outcome and assessment criteria.
All learning outcomes must be met to achieve a pass - there is no grading.

Centre Recognition
To offer any TQUK qualification each centre must be recognised by TQUK and meet qualification
approval criteria. Qualification approval must be confirmed prior to any assessment of learners taking
place. It is essential that centres provide learners with access to appropriate support in the form of
specialist resources.
The TQUK Centre Recognition process requires a centre to have in place a number of policies and
procedures to protect the learners undertaking a TQUK qualification and the integrity of TQUK’s
qualifications. The policies and procedures will also support an approved Centre’s quality systems.
Recognised centres must seek approval for each qualification they wish to offer.
The approval process requires centres to demonstrate that they have the resources, including staff, to
deliver and assess the qualification.

Support from TQUK
Recognised centres will be able to access support from TQUK whenever necessary. External Quality
Assurance activities will be undertaken on a regular basis. TQUK also offers recognised centres the
service of a Client Relationship Officer whose role is to support centres with any administration queries or
qualification support.

Course Delivery
Pre-Course Information
All learners should be given appropriate pre-course information regarding any TQUK qualifications. The
information should explain about the qualification, the fee, the form of the assessment and any entry
requirements or resources needed to undertake the qualification.
Initial Assessment
Centres should ensure that any learner registered on a TQUK qualification undertakes some form of
initial assessment. The initial assessment should be used to inform a teacher/trainer on the level of the
learner’s current knowledge and/or skills.
Initial assessment can be undertaken by a teacher/trainer in any form suitable for the qualification to be
undertaken by the learner/s. It is the centre's responsibility to make available forms of initial assessment
that are valid, applicable and relevant to TQUK qualifications.
Learner Registration
Once approved to offer a qualification the centre should register learners before any assessment can
take place. Recognised centres must follow TQUK’s procedures for registering learners. For short courses,
TQUK offer the option of registering a course and booking a number of places. Learners are then added
once the course has taken place, thus acknowledging situations where substitutions are made at short
notice to meet business needs.
Trainer/Assessor Requirements
Tutors/trainers who deliver a TQUK qualification must possess a teaching qualification appropriate for the
level of qualification they are delivering. This can include the below:


Further and Adult Education Teachers Certificate



Cert Ed/PGCE/B Ed/M Ed



PTLLS/CTLLS/DTLLS



Level 3 Award/4 Certificate/5 Diploma in Education and Training

Assessors who assess a TQUK qualification must possess an assessing qualification appropriate for the
level of qualification they are delivering. This can include:


Level 3 Award in Assessing Competence in the Work Environment



Level 3 Award in Assessing Vocationally Related Achievement



Level 3 Award in Understanding the Principles and Practices of Assessment



Level 3 Certificate in Assessing Vocational Achievement



A1 or D32/D33

Specific requirements for assessors may be indicated in the assessment strategy/principles identified in
individual unit specifications.
Internal Quality Assurer Requirements
Centre staff who undertake the role of an Internal Quality Assurer (IQA) for TQUK qualifications must
possess or be working towards a relevant qualification. This could include:


Level 4 Award in the Internal Quality Assurance of Assessment Processes and Practice



Level 4 Certificate in Leading the Internal Quality Assurance of Assessment Processes and
Practice



V1 Conduct internal quality assurance of the assessment process



D34 Internally verify the assessment process

It is best practice that those who quality assure qualifications also hold one of the assessing qualifications
outlined above. IQAs must follow the principles set out in Learning and Development NOS 11 - Internally
monitor and maintain the quality of assessment.
All staff members involved with the qualification (training, assessing or IQA) will also need to be
‘occupationally competent in the subject area being delivered’. This could be evidenced by a combination
of the below:


A higher level qualification in the same subject area as the qualification approval request.



Experience of the delivery/assessment/IQA of the qualification/s requested.



Work experience in the subject area of the qualifications.

Staff members will also be expected to have a working knowledge of the requirements of the
qualification, and a thorough knowledge and understanding of the role of tutors/assessors and internal
quality assurance. They are also expected to undertake continuous professional development (CPD) to
ensure they are up to date with work practices and developments in the qualifications they are involved
with.

Useful Websites

Health and Safety Executive

www.hse.gov.uk

Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation

www.ofqual.gov.uk

Register of Regulated Qualifications

http://register.ofqual.gov.uk

Health and Safety Executive NI

https://www.hseni.gov.uk/

For further details regarding approval and funding eligibility please refer to the following websites:
Skills Funding Agency http://skillsfundingagency.bis.gov.uk/ for public funding information for 19+ learners
in England
Learning Aim Reference Service (LARS) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/individualisedlearner-record-ilr-sources-of-data
DAQW – Database of Approved Qualifications www.daqw.org.uk for public funding in Wales
Department for the Economy https://www.economy-ni.gov.uk/ or Department of Education
www.deni.gov.uk for public funding in Northern Ireland.

Units of assessment
Unit 1
Title:

Maintenance of a safe, hygienic and secure working
environment

Level:

F/601/4218
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to maintain personal health
and hygiene

2 Know how to maintain personal
health and hygiene

1.1

Wear clean, smart and appropriate clothing, footwear
and headgear

1.2

Keep hair neat and tidy and wear it in line with
organisational standards

1.3

Make sure any jewellery, perfume and cosmetics worn
are in line with organisational standards

1.4

Get any cuts, grazes and wounds treated by the
appropriate person

1.5

Report illness and infections promptly to the appropriate
person

2.1

State own responsibilities under the Health and Safety at
Work Act

2.2

3 Be able to help maintain a hygienic,
safe and secure workplace

State general rules on hygiene that must be followed

2.3

State correct clothing, footwear and headgear that
should be worn at all times

2.4

State the importance of maintaining good personal
hygiene

2.5

Describe how to deal with cuts, grazes and wounds and
why it is important to do so

3.1

Identify any hazards or potential hazards and deal with
these correctly

3.2

Report any accidents or near accidents quickly and
accurately to the proper person

3.3
3.4
3.5
4 Know how to maintain a hygienic,
safe and secure workplace

Follow health , hygiene and safety procedures during
work
Practise emergency procedures correctly
Follow organisational security procedures

4.1

State the importance of working in a healthy, safe and
hygienic way

4.2

State where information about Health and Safety in your
workplace can be obtained

4.3

describe the types of hazard in the workplace that may
occur and how to deal with these

4.4

State hazards that can be dealt with personally and
hazards that must be reported to someone else

4.5

State how to warn other people about hazards and why
this is important

4.6

State why accidents and near accidents should be
reported and who these should be reported to

4.7

Describe the type of emergencies that may happen in
workplace and how to deal with these

4.8

State where to find first aid equipment and who the
registered first-aider is in the workplace

4.9

State safe lifting and handling techniques that should be
followed

4.10

State other ways of working safely that are relevant to
own position and why these are important

4.11

Describe organisational emergency procedures,
particular fire, and how these should be followed

4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16

in

State the possible causes for fire in the workplace
Describe how to minimise the risk of fire
State where to find fire alarms and how to set them off
State why a fire should never be approached unless it is
safe to do so
State the importance of following fire safety laws

Assessment requirements: N/A

4.17

Describe organisational security procedures and why
these are important

4.18

State the correct procedures for dealing with customer
property

4.19

State the importance of reporting all usual/non-routine
incidents to the appropriate person

Unit 2
Title:

Working effectively as part of a hospitality team
T/601/4216

Level:

1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

22

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:
The learner can:
1
Be able to plan and organise own
Make sure the requirements of the work are understood
1.1
work
Ask questions if the requirements of the work are not
1.2 clear
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2

Be able to work effectively with
team members

2.1

Accurately follow instructions
Plan work and prioritise tasks in order of importance
Keep everything needed for the work organised and
available
Keep work areas clean and tidy
Keep waste to a minimum
Ask for help from the relevant person if it is needed
Provide work on time and as agreed
Give team members help when they ask for it

2.2

Ensure the help given to team members is within the
limits of own job role

2.3

Ensure the help given to team members does not
prevent own work being completed on time

2.4

Pass on important information to team members as soon
as possible

2.5
2.6
2.7

Maintain good working relationships with team members
Report any problems with working relationships to the
relevant person
Communicate clearly and effectively with team members

3

Be able to develop own skills
3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5
4

Know how to plan and organise
own work

4.1
4.2

Agree what has to be done to improve their work
Agree a learning plan with the relevant person
Seek opportunities to review and develop learning plan
State why it is essential to understand the requirements
of the work
List the benefits of planning and organising work
Describe how to make the most efficient use of time and
avoid things that may cause unnecessary disruptions

4.4

List the benefits of keeping everything needed for own
work organised and available

4.5

State why it is important to keep work areas clean and
tidy

4.7
Know how to work effectively with
team members

Identify with the relevant person aspects of own work
which are up to standard and areas that could be
improved

4.3

4.6

5

Seek feedback on own work and deal with this feedback
positively

5.1

State why it is important to keep waste to a minimum
State when to ask for help and who can be asked
State the importance of effective teamwork

5.2

State the people in own team and explain how they fit
into the organisation

5.3

List the responsibilities of the team and why it is
important to the organisation as a whole

5.4

Describe how to maintain good working relationships
with team members

5.5

State how to determine if helping a team member will
prevent own work from being completed on time

5.6

State the limits of own job role and what can and cannot
be done when helping team members

5.7

5.9

List the types of behaviour that help teams to work
effectively and behaviours that do not
State why problems with working relationships should be
reported to the relevant person

5.1

Describe how to communicate clearly and why it is
important to do so

6.1

State the importance of improving own knowledge and
skills

6.2

Describe how to get feedback from team members and
how this is helpful

5.8

6

Know how to develop own skills

6.3
6.4
Assessment requirements: N/A

State why essential information needs to be passed on to
a team member as soon as possible

Describe how a learning plan can improve own work
State why it is important to regularly review own learning
plan

Unit 3
Title:

Give customers a positive impression of yourself and your
organisation.

Level:

L/601/0933
2

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours:

33

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Establish rapport with customers
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

2 Respond
customers

appropriately

3 Communicate
customers

information

to

to

2.1

Meet their organisation’s standards of appearance and
behaviour
Greet their customer respectfully and in a friendly manner
Communicate with their customer in a way that makes
them feel valued and respected
Identify and confirm their customer’s expectations
Treat their customer courteously and helpfully at all times
Keep their customer informed and reassured
Adapt their behaviour to respond to different customer
behaviour
Respond promptly to a customer seeking help

2.2

Choose the most appropriate way to communicate with
their customer

2.3

Check with their customer that they have fully understood
their expectations

2.4

Respond promptly and positively to their customer’s
questions and comments

2.5

Allow their customer time to consider their response and
give further explanation when appropriate

3.1
3.2

Quickly find information that will help their customer
Give their customer information they need about the
services or products offered by their organisation

4 Understand
how
to
give
customers a positive impression
of
themselves
and
the
organisation

3.3

Recognise information that their customer might find
complicated and check whether they fully understand

3.4

Explain clearly to their customers any reasons why their
expectations cannot be met

4.1

Describe their organisation’s standards for appearance
and behaviour

4.2

Explain their organisation’s guidelines for how to
recognise what their customer wants and respond
appropriately

4.3

Identify their organisation’s rules and procedures
regarding the methods of communication they use

4.4

Explain how to recognise when a customer is angry or
confused

4.5

Identify their organisation’s standards for timeliness in
responding to customer questions and requests for
information

Assessment requirements:
The assessment and quality assurance requirement for this unit provides evidence towards A and V units

Unit 4
Title:

Maintain food safety when storing, holding and serving food

Level:

A/601/5030
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

31

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to maintain food safety
1.1

Describe what might happen if significant food safety
hazards are not controlled

1.2

Describe the types of significant food safety hazards
likely to come across when handling and storing food

1.3

1.4
1.5
2 Be able to keep self clean and
hygienic

Describe how these hazards should be controlled by
person hygiene, cleaning , safe storage and the
avoidance of crosscontamination
State why some hazards are more important than
others in terms of food safety
State who to report significant foods safety hazards to

2.1

Wear clean and suitable clothes appropriate to the jobs
to be done

2.2

Only wear jewellery and other accessories that do not
cause food safety hazards

2.3

Change clothes when necessary to prevent bacteria
spreading

2.4

Wash hands thoroughly at appropriate times

2.5

Avoid unsafe behaviour that could contaminate the
food

2.6

Report any cuts, graze, illness and infections promptly
to the proper person

2.7

Make sure any cuts and grazes are treated and
covered with an appropriate dressing

3 Know how to keep self clean and
hygienic

3.1

State why clean and suitable clothes appropriate to job
must be worn

3.2

State what types of clothes are appropriate to different
jobs in the handling and serving of food

3.3

Describe how jewellery and accessories can cause food
safety hazards

3.4

State when to change clothes to prevent bacteria
spreading and why this is important

3.5

3.6

State the importance of not handling food with an
open wound

3.7

State how to deal with open wounds when handling
food

3.8

State the importance of reporting illnesses and
infections promptly

3.9

State why it is important to reporting stomach illnesses
in particular

3.1
4 Be able to keep working area clean
and hygienic

State why hands should be washed after going to the
toilet, when going to food preparation and cooking
areas, after touching raw food and waste before
serving food

State the importance of avoiding touching face, nose,
or mouth, chewing gum, eating, smoking when
working with food

4.1

Make sure surfaces and equipment for displaying and
serving food are clean and in good condition

4.2

Use clean and suitable cloths and equipment for
wiping and cleaning between tasks

4.3

Remove from use any surfaces and equipment that are
damaged or have loose parts

4.4

4.5

Report any surfaces and equipment that have
damaged or loose parts to the person responsible for
food safety
Dispose of
appropriately

waste

promptly,

hygienically

and

4.6

5 Know how to keep working area
clean and hygienic

Identify, take appropriate action on and report to the
appropriate person any damage to walls, floors,
ceilings furniture and fittings

4.7

Identify, take appropriate action on and report to
appropriate person any signs of pests

5.1

State why surfaces and equipment must be clean
before beginning a new task and how to do so

5.2

State the importance of only using clean and suitable
cloths and equipment when cleaning between tasks
and how to do so

5.3

State why surfaces and equipment that are damaged
or have loose parts can be dangerous to food safety

5.4

List the types of damaged surfaces and equipment that
can cause food safety hazards

5.5

Describe how to deal with damaged surfaces and
equipment that are dangerous to food safety

5.6

State the importance of clearing and disposing of
waste promptly and safely

5.7
5.8

5.9

Describe how to clear and dispose of waste safely
State how damage to walls, floors, ceiling , furniture
and fittings can cause food safety hazards
State what types of damage to look for in walls, floors,
ceiling, furniture and fitting that could cause food
safety hazards

5.10

List the types of pests that could be found in catering
operations

5.11

Describe how to identify the signs that pests are
present

6.1

Check that food is undamaged and within its ‘use-by
date’ once it has been received

6 Be able to store food safely

6.2

Prepare food for storage

6.3

Put food in the correct storage area as quickly as
necessary to maintain its safety

6.4

Make sure storage areas are clean and maintained at
the correct temperature for the type of food

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
7

Know how to store food safely

Follow stock rotation procedures
Safely dispose of food that is beyond ‘use-by date’
Keep necessary records up-to-date

7.1

State the importance of making sure food deliveries
are undamaged and within their ‘use-by date’

7.2

State why it is Important that food is stored at the
correct temperature

7.3

Describe how to ensure food is stored at the correct
temperature

7.4

State the importance of preparing food for storage
whist retaining important labelling information

7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8

State why food must be put in the correct storage area
State what temperature different foods should be
stored at
State the importance of clean storage areas
Describe what do to if storage areas are not kept clean

7.9

Describe how to check food is stored at the correct
temperature

7.10

State the importance of separating raw and ready-toeat food

7.11

List what types of food are raw and which are readyto-eat

7.12
7.13
8 Be able to hold and serve food
safely

Store food so that cross-contamination is prevented

8.1

Explain why stock rotation procedures are important
State why food beyond its 'use-by-date' must be
disposed of
Handle food in a way that protects it from hazards

8.2

Follow organisational procedures for items that may
cause allergic reactions

8.3

Use methods, times and temperatures that maintain
food safety

8.4
9 Know how to hold and serve food
safely

Keep necessary records up-to-date

9.1

Describe how to check food during holding and
serving

9.2

State the importance of knowing that certain foods can
cause allergic reactions

9.3

State what procedure to follow to deal with food that
can cause allergic reactions

9.4

State what to do if a customer asks if a particular dish is
free from a certain food allergen

9.5

Describe how cross contamination can happen
between raw food and food that is ready to eat

9.6

Describe how to avoid cross contamination between
raw and ready to eat food

9.7

State the holding temperature and times that must be
used for the food

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 5
Title:

Provide a counter and takeaway service

Level:

L/601/5016
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

30

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to serve customers at the
counter

1.1

Give customers information that meets their needs, and
promotes organisations’ products and service

1.2

Find out what customers require, and if necessary tell
them about any waiting time

1.3

1.4

2 Know how to serve customers at the
counter

3 Be able to maintain counter and
service areas

Process the order promptly
Serve food and drink items at the recommended
temperature, using clean, hygienic and undamaged
service equipment of the appropriate type

1.5

Make sure there are appropriate condiments and
accompaniments available for customers

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices for serving
customers and why these are important

2.2

State why it is important to use separate serving
equipment for each food item

2.3

State why portions must be controlled when serving
customers

2.4

State why food and drink items must be served at the
correct temperature

2.5

State why information given to customers must be
accurate

2.6

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when serving customers and how to deal with
them

3.1

Keep work area tidy, hygienic and free from rubbish and
food debris during service

3.2
3.3

4 Know how to maintain counter and
service areas

Maintain enough stock of clean service items
Restock with food and drink items when necessary

3.4

Display and store food and drink items in line as
required

3.5

Clear work area of used and non- required service items
at the appropriate times

3.6

Dispose of rubbish, used disposable items and food
waste as required

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices for clearing
and why these are important

4.2

State why food which is prepared first should be served
first

4.3

State why counter preparation areas and dining areas
must be kept tidy and free from rubbish and food debris
throughout the service

4.4

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

4.5

State why a constant stock of service items should be
maintained

4.6

State why maintaining food at the correct temperature is
important and how this can be ensured

4.7

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when clearing away and how to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 6
Title:

Serve food at the table

Level:

H/601/4986
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

31

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to greet customers and take
orders

1.1

1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2 Understand how to greet customers
and take orders

2.1
2.2

Provide customers with assistance when they arrive
Make sure customers have access to the correct menu
Give accurate information on individual
according to customer requirements

dishes

Maximise the order using appropriate sales techniques
Assist customers to make a choice where appropriate
Identify, record and deal with orders promptly
Describe organisational standards for customer service
State why menus should be checked before use

2.3

Explain why information about the menu should be
given accurately to customers

2.4

Explain why it is important to have knowledge about
food being served

2.5

Describe the types of assistance that customers may
need when they arrive and how to deal with these

2.6
3 Be able to serve customers’ orders
and maintain the dining area

Greet customers and identify their requirements and
check any booking records as appropriate to the
service operation

3.1

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when greeting customers and dealing with
orders and to deal with them
Provide customers with the correct table items for the
food to be served at the appropriate times

3.2

Serve food with clean and undamaged service
equipment of the appropriate type

3.3

Serve food of the type, quality and quantity required
using the appropriate service method

3.4
3.5

3.6

4 Understand how to serve customers’
orders and maintain the dining area

Keep customer area tidy and clean
Remove and replace used table items as required and
maintain the correct stocks
Remove leftover food items, condiments and
accompaniments form the table when required and
deal with them correctly

3.7

Carry out work with the minimum of disturbance to
customers

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
serving customer orders

4.2

State which condiments and accompaniments best
complement each menu item

4.3

State which service equipment is appropriate for
different menu items

4.4

Explain why food should be arranged and presented in
line with the menu specifications

4.5

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
maintaining dining and service areas

4.6

State why dining and service areas must be kept tidy
and free from rubbish and food debris

4.7

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

4.8

Explain why a constant stock of linen, table items and
accompaniments must be maintained

4.9

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when serving food at table and how to deal with
these

Assessment requirements: This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and
evidence requirements which can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 7
Title:

Provide a silver service

Level:

J/601/4950
2

Credit value:

6

Guided learning hours:

51

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to silver serve food
1.1

1.2

Make sure that service equipment is clean and
undamaged and ready for service according to the
service operation
Make sure that the food to be served is of the type and
quantity required and that it is arranged allowing for
easy service

1.3

Portion, serve and arrange the food items using the
recommended service equipment

1.4

Deal with surplus food items and used service
equipment correctly

1.5

Carry out work with the minimum of disturbance to
customers

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
providing a silver service

2.2

State why it is important to be familiar with the available
menu items

2 Understand how to silver serve food

2.3

Describe the operational procedures for serving courses

2.4

State what food has to be carefully portioned during
service

2.5

Explain why care has to be taken to serve and arrange
food correctly

2.6
2.7

State why care should be taken to avoid accidents
State why and to whom all customer incidents should be
reported

2.8
3 Be able to clear finished courses
3.1

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when providing silver service and how to deal with
these
Clear finished courses, crockery and cutlery
systematically from the table at the appropriate time
according to the service operation

3.2

Check crockery, cutlery and other table items and
replace or remove them as appropriate

3.3

Clear waste and food debris from the table in line with
the service operation

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
clearing finished courses

4.2

Describe the operational procedures for clearing finished
courses

4.3

State why and to whom any incidents or accidents
should be reported

4 Know how to clear finished courses

4.4
4.5

Outline what the hygienic aspects are to clearing tables
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when clearing courses and how to deal with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 8
Title:

Provide a buffet and carvery service

Level:

A/601/4945
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

32

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare and maintain a
buffet & carvery display

1.1

1.2

Make sure table items are clean and undamaged and
arrange them correctly for food service

1.3

Make sure service equipment is clean, undamaged and
position it ready for use

1.4
1.5

1.6
2 Understand how to prepare and
maintain a buffet & carvery display

Make sure the carvery & buffet table is clean,
undamaged and positioned according to the serve
style

Display food items ready for service
Display and store food items according to food safety
requirements
Replenish food items as necessary and keep the
carvery or buffet free from food debris during food
service

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing and maintaining a carvery or buffet display

2.2

Explain why food items should be replenished and
displayed correctly throughout service

2.3

State why dining service areas must be kept tidy and
free from rubbish and food debris

2.4

State why service equipment should be turned on
before service

2.5

2.6

State why heating, air conditioning & ventilation and
lighting should be checked before use when preparing
areas for service
State why table items should be checked for damage
and cleanliness before service

2.7
3 Be able to serve and assist
customers at the carvery & buffet

3.1

3.2

4 Understand how to serve and assist
customers at the carvery & buffet

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when preparing and maintaining the carvery or
buffet and how to deal with these
Give information that meets the customers’ needs and
promotes the products and service of organisation
Serve food with service equipment of the appropriate
type that is clean and undamaged using correct service
style

3.3

Serve only food items that are of the required type and
quality

3.4

Portion and arrange food in line with organisation style
and customer requirements

3.5

Keep customer dining areas tidy and free from rubbish
and food debris

3.6

Clear any used table items and left over food items
when necessary

3.7

Carry out work with the minimum of disturbance to
customers

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
serving customers at buffet or carvery

4.2

State why potions should be controlled when serving
food to customers

4.3

State why information given to customers should be
accurate

4.4

Explain why maintaining food at the correct
temperature is important and how you can ensure this

4.5

State why and to whom all customer incidents should
be reported

4.6

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
maintaining a customer dining area

4.7

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

4.8
4.9

State why and to whom breakages should be reported
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when serving customers from the carvery or
buffet and how to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 9
Title:

Serve alcoholic and soft drinks

Level:

J/601/4978
2

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours:

46

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to take customers orders

1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

2 Understand how to take customers
orders

Deal with customers in order of arrival where possible
Maintain focus on the customer and their needs
Offer customers accurate information on available
drinks
Take the opportunity to maximise sales through upselling in line with current best practice and or
legislation
Identify customer requirements accurately and offer
them drink accompaniments appropriate to the type of
drink
Provide alcoholic drinks to permitted people only

1.7

Deal with customer incidents effectively and inform the
proper person where necessary

2.1

State the Licensing Objectives relevant to the country
working within

2.2

State current relevant legislation to licensing and
weights and measures

2.3

State why it is important to check glassware for
damage

2.4

Explain why drinks should be stored at the correct
temperature

2.5
2.6

Describe how to deal with violent/disorderly customers
Explain why it is important to offer customers accurate
information e.g. about strength of drinks and their
basic characteristics

2.7

State why it is important to offer customer accurate
information about special offers and promotions

2.8

State what legal measures must be used to serve
alcohol and why they must be used

2.9

State what law is in relation to serving underage
drinkers and how this affects the bar staff

2.10

State what law is in relation to the times of day/night
that alcohol may be served

2.11

2.12

State under what circumstances customers must not be
served with alcohol

2.13

Describe how to respond to signs that someone might
be under the influence of drugs or buy/selling drugs

2.14

Describe what procedures to follow in response to
people smoking in a no smoking area

2.15

Describe the type of non-routine needs that customers
may have and how to deal with them

2.16
2.17

3 Be able to serve alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks

Describe symptoms that indicate when a customer has
drunk excessive amounts and what are the legal
responsibilities are in relation to this

Describe organisations’ standards for customer service
Describe different service styles within organisation

2.18

Describe why customers should be dealt with in order
of arrival where possible

3.1

Select a glass in which to serve the drink according to
organisations’ procedures and customer requirements

3.2

Check that the glass is clean and undamaged

3.3

Pour drink according to the product that is being
served

3.4

Ensure that the drink is at the correct temperature
before serving

3.5

Promote additional products to the customer as
appropriate

4 Understand how to serve alcoholic
and non-alcoholic drinks

4.1

4.2

Describe the correct way to open capped, screw top
and corked bottles and how to use the appropriate
equipment
State why the bottle should be left facing the customer

4.3

Describe the correct way to pour and serve different
draught drinks

4.4

Describe the correct way to pour and serve different
drinks for free or optic pouring

4.5

4.6

Describe types of glasses available to serve drinks and
which ones to use according to organisations
procedures and customer requirements
State correct temperature for different types of drinks

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 10
Title:

Prepare and serve cocktails

Level:

L/601/4982
2

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours:

40

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare areas and
equipment for serving cocktails

1.1

Make sure that work areas are clean, tidy and ready to
use

1.2

Make sure that cocktail-making equipment is clean and
undamaged

1.3
1.4
2 Know how to prepare areas and
equipment for serving cocktails

Store cocktail accompaniments ready to use

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing areas and equipment for making cocktails

2.2

State why it is important to keep preparation areas and
equipment hygienic when preparing cocktails

2.3

State what safe working practices should be followed
when preparing cocktails

2.4

State why it is important to have all the ingredients
ready before preparing cocktails

2.5
3 Be able to serve cocktails

Prepare and store cocktail ingredients ready to use

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when preparing areas and equipment to make
cocktails
Identify customer requirements
Provide customers with accurate information about
cocktails as required
Promote cocktails to customers at appropriate times
Assemble cocktails using the recommended, measures,
techniques, equipment and accompaniments

3.5
3.6
4 Understand how to serve cocktails

Finish cocktails and serve them using
recommended equipment and accompaniments

the

Serve alcoholic cocktails to permitted people only

4.1

State current relevant legislation relating to licensing
and weights and measures legislation

4.2

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
serving cocktails

4.3

State why and to whom any customer incidents should
be reported

4.4

Describe how to respond to signs that someone might
be under the influence of drugs or buying/selling drugs

4.5

Describe how to deal with violent/disorderly customers

4.6

State what procedures to follow in response to people
smoking in a non smoking area

4.7

State where and from whom health an safety and food
legislation can be obtained

4.8

State why it is important to offer customers accurate
information e.g. about strength of drinks and their
basic characteristics

4.9

State why it is important to offer customers accurate
information about special offers and promotions

4.1

State why correct information must be provided to
customers at all times

4.11

State why it is important to recognise the name of
different cocktails

4.12
4.13

Describe the different techniques for mixing cocktails
State different measures for different types of cocktails

4.14

State why it is important to use the correct measures
when preparing cocktails

4.15

State when it is permissible to free-pour when making
cocktails

4.16

State what legal measures must be used to serve
alcohol and why they must be used

4.17

State what the law is in relation to serving underage
drinkers and how this affects the bar staff

4.18

State what the law is in relation to the times of
day/night that alcohol may be served

4.19

4.20

4.21

Describe what symptoms indicate that a customer has
drunk excessive amounts and what the legal
responsibilities are in relation to this
State under what circumstances customers must not be
served with alcohol
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when preparing and serving cocktails and how
to deal with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 11
Title:

Prepare and serve wines

Level:

K/601/4939
2

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours:

41

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare service areas,
equipment and stock for wine
service

1.1

Make sure there are sufficient stocks of service linen,
table items, service equipment and wine list

1.2

Make sure service linen, table items, service equipment
and wine lists are clean and ready for use

1.3

1.4
2 Understand how to prepare service
areas, equipment and stock for wine
service

2.1

Make sure the wine stock is free from damage,
available for service and stored at the recommended
serving temperature
Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing service areas, equipment and stock for wine
service

2.2

State what equipment is necessary for different types of
wine

2.3

State what glassware is necessary for different types of
wine

2.4

State what temperatures different types of wine should
be stored and maintained at before service

2.5

State what organisational procedures relate
preparing service areas, equipment and stock

2.6
3 Be able to determine customer
requirements for wine

Make sure there is sufficient wine stock

to

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when preparing service areas and how to deal
with them

3.1

Present the wine list to the customer when they are
considering their order

3.2

Establish an effective rapport with the customer and
maintain it throughout the service

3.3

4 Understand how to determine
customer requirements for wine

Take the opportunity to maximise sales through upselling in line with current best practice and or
legislation

3.4

Give accurate wine list information to meet the
requirements of the customer

3.5

Refer customer queries outside
responsibility to the proper person

3.6

Take customers orders according to organisations
procedures

4.1

State current relevant legislation relating to trades
description and legislation when serving wine

4.2

Describe how to deal with and report customer
incidents

4.3

State the importance of maximising sales through upselling and to do this

4.4

own

area

of

Explain how to interpret the wine label information

4.5

Describe the basic characteristics of the wines available
within the establishment

4.6

State how to describe wine characteristics to the
customer

4.7

List what factors to consider when providing advice to
customers on choice of wine

4.8

State what techniques to use to promote wines to
customers

4.9

State what legal measures can be used to serve wine
and which ones are most appropriate to organisation

4.10

State under what circumstances customer must not be
served with alcohol

4.11

4.12

Describe what symptoms indicate that a customer has
drunk excessive amounts and what are the legal
responsibilities in relation to this
Describe how to refuse to serve customers displaying
inappropriate behaviour

5 Be able to present and serve wine
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

6 Understand how to present and
serve wine

Handle the wine and present it to the customer in a
style and manner appropriate to the style of service
Open the wine using the appropriate method
Serve the wine at the recommended temperature
using the correct service equipment
Deal with routine customer queries and comments

5.5

Refill customers’ wine glasses in line with their
requirements and establishment procedures

6.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices, relevant
licensing weights and trades description legislation

6.2

Describe the various safety procedures involved in
opening a bottle of champagne or sparkling wine are

6.3

Describe the correct procedures for handling glassware
are and which glassware is appropriate for use in the
service of different types of wine

6.4

State the recommended temperatures for maintaining
different types of wine during service are

6.5

State what the correct method of service (etiquette) is
for white wine, red wine and sparkling wine

6.6

State how many measures of wine are obtainable from
standard bottles of wine

6.7

Describe the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when serving wine and how to deal with them

6.8

State what the indicators are when wine is not suitable
for drinking

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 12
Title:

Prepare and serve dispensed and instant hot drinks

Level:

T/601/4927
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

30

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare equipment and
work area for service

2 Understand how to prepare
equipment and work area for
service

1.1

Prepare the preparation, service and other equipment
ready for use

1.2

Clean the work areas, leaving them tidy and ready for
use

1.3

Make sure that preparation, service and other
equipment is clean and free from damage

1.4

Store sufficient drink ingredients and accompaniments
ready for use

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing and serving hot drinks

2.2

State why drink, ingredients and accompaniments must
be available and ready for immediate use

2.3

State why it is important to check for damage in all
work areas and service equipment before taking orders

2.4
3 Be able to prepare and serve hot
drinks

3.1

3.2

3.3

Outline the types of unexpected situation that may
occur when preparing areas and equipment for the
preparation of hot drinks and how to deal with them
Identify customer requirements
Provide customers with accurate information on drinks
as required

Promote company
appropriate times

drinks

to

customers

at

all

3.4

4 Understand how to prepare and
serve hot drinks

Make the drinks using the correct equipment and
ingredients

3.5

Serve the drink in company style, offering the correct
accompaniments

3.6

Clean preparation and serving equipment after use
and tidy the preparation and serving area

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing and serving hot drinks

4.2

State why information about products given to
customers should be accurate

4.3

Describe what the different techniques are for mixing
and preparing different types of beverages to
customer requirements

4.4

State why and to whom all customer incidents should
be reported

4.5

Explain why and to whom all breakages and spillages
should be reported

4.6

State why customers and service areas should be kept
clean, tidy and free from rubbish and used equipment

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 13
Title:

Prepare and serve hot drinks using specialist equipment

Level:

F/601/4932
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

36

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare work area and
equipment for service

1.1

1.2
1.3

2 Know how to prepare work area
and equipment for service

Clean work areas, leaving them tidy and ready for use
Arrange promotional and display materials correctly

1.4

Store sufficient drink ingredients and accompaniments
ready for use

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing preparation and service areas

2.2

State why drink, ingredients and accompaniments must
be available and ready for immediate use

2.3

State why it is important to check for damage in all work
areas and service equipment before taking orders

2.4
3 Be able to prepare and serve hot
drinks

Make sure that preparation, service and other
equipment is clean, free from damage and ready for
service

3.1
3.2
3.3

Outline the types of unexpected situation that may occur
when preparing preparation and service areas and how
to deal with them
Identify customer requirements
Provide customers with accurate information on drinks
as required
Maximise sales through up-selling

3.4

Make drinks using recommended equipment and
ingredients

3.5

Serve the drink in company style, offering the correct
accompaniments

3.6

4 Know how to prepare and serve
hot drinks

Clean and maintain preparation and service equipment

3.7

Maintain
stocks
accompaniments

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing and serving hot drinks

4.2

State why information about products given to
customers should be accurate

4.3

4.4
4.5

of

drink

ingredients

and

Describe what the different techniques are for mixing
and preparing different types of beverages to customer
requirements are
State why and to whom all customer incidents should be
reported
Describe how to deal safely with breakages and spillages

4.6

State why and to whom all breakages/spillages must be
reported

4.7

Explain why customer and service areas should be kept
clean, tidy and free from rubbish and used equipment

4.8

4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

4.15

Outline the types of unexpected situation that may occur
when preparing and serving hot drinks and how to deal
with them
Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
maintaining hot drink making equipment
State why a constant level of stock must be maintained
State to whom any stock deficiencies should be reported
Describe how to use cleaning materials correctly
State the dangers of misusing cleaning equipment
State what tests should be carried out after cleaning
preparation equipment
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when maintaining hot drinks equipment and how
to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 14
Title:

Prepare and clear areas for counter and takeaway service

Level:

F/601/4994
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare areas for
counter and takeaway service

1.1

Check that the work area and service equipment are
hygienic, clean, free from damage and ready for use

1.2

Check that sufficient stock of service items are clean,
free from damage and arranged ready for service

1.3

Switch on appropriate service equipment in time to
reach the recommended operating temperature

1.4

Prepare and display condiments and accompaniments
ready for service where appropriate

1.5

2 Know how to prepare areas for
counter and takeaway service

Display promotional materials ready for customer use

1.6

Check that refuse and waste food containers are
hygienic, empty and ready for use

1.7

Display food immediately before service, in line with
operational procedures

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing take-away areas for counter/take-away
service and why these are important

2.2

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

2.3

State why presentation standards must be maintained
in the display of food

2.4

State how to display hot and cold food safely and why
this is important

2.5

State why it is important to check expiry dates on
appropriate food and drink items

2.6

State why all promotional material should be checked
before use

2.7

State why it is important to have the correct serving
equipment available for service

3.1

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when preparing areas and how to deal with
them
Deal with service equipment according to workplaces
procedures

3.2

Assemble for cleaning or store any reusable service
items from the food service

3.3

Store condiments and accompaniments for future use
in line with food hygienic legislation where appropriate

3.4

Dispose of rubbish, used disposables and waste food
following recommended procedures

3.5

Check that the work area and service equipment are
clean, free from damage and ready for future use

2.8
3 Be able to clear areas for counter
and takeaway service

4 Know how to clear areas for counter
and takeaway service

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
clearing areas for counter/take-away and why these
are important

4.2

State why certain electrical and gas equipment should
be turned off after service

4.3

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

4.4

State why all perishable food and drink items should be
returned to the kitchen and storage area immediately
after service

4.5

State why service areas should be left clean after
service

4.6

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when clearing areas and how to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 15
Title:

Prepare and clear areas for table service

Level:

F/601/4915
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

32

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:
1 Be able to prepare service areas
and equipment for table service

The learner can:
Check that service areas are hygienic, undamaged and
1.1
ready to use in line with the service operation

1.2

1.3

1.4

2 Understand how to prepare service
areas and equipment for table
service

Check that service equipment is clean, undamaged,
positioned ready to use and turned on where
appropriate
Check that there are sufficient stocks of table items and
stored in line with service operation
Prepare condiments and accompaniments ready for
service and store them in line with food hygiene
regulations

1.5

Check refuse and waste food containers are clean and
ready for use

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing service areas and equipment for table service

2.2

State why a constant stock of food service items has to
be maintained

2.3

State why it is important to check expiry dates on items
and how to do so

2.4

Outline organisations procedures for storage and stock
rotation

2.5

State why service equipment should be turned on before
service

2.6

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

2.7

State where and from whom health and safety and food
hygiene information can be obtained

2.8
3 Be able to clear dining and service
areas after table service

3.1

Check dining furniture, table linen and table items are
clean and undamaged

3.2

Arrange restaurant furniture according to the food
service operation

3.3

4 Understand how to clear dining and
service areas after table service

Lay up tables according to cover lay up

3.4

Check that menus and ensure that they contain accurate
information and are ready for customer use

3.5

Check that condiment containers are clean, full and
ready for customer use

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing customer dining areas

4.2

State why it is essential to check table linen and table
items before service

4.3

4.4

4.5
5 Be able to prepare customer and
dining areas for table service

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when preparing service areas and equipment and
how to deal with them

State why menus should be checked before us
State why heating/air conditioning/ventilation and
lighting should be checked before use when preparing
customer dining areas for table service
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when preparing customer dining areas and how to
deal with them

5.1

Arrange table items used in food service area for
cleaning or store them as required

5.2

Prepare service and table linen for dispatch to laundry or
clean down and remove disposable items

5.3

Store food items and accompaniments for future use in
line with food hygiene regulations

5.4

Dispose of rubbish and waste food correctly

5.5

Make sure that service equipment is clean and turned off
or stored

5.6

Leave dining and food service areas tidy and ready for
cleaning

6 Understand how to prepare
customer and dining areas for table
service

6.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
clearing dining and service areas

6.2

State why all dining and service areas should be left
clean after service

6.3

State why certain electrical equipment should be turned
off after service

6.4

State why waste must be handled and disposed of
correctly

6.5

Describe how to dispose of broken glass and crockery
safely

6.6

6.7

State the security procedures that should be followed
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when clearing dining and service areas and how to
deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 16
Title:

Prepare and clear the bar area

Level:

Y/601/4922
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

29

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare customer and
service area

1.1

Check stocks for drinks service, restock and rotate them
in line with workplace procedures

1.2

Prepare and store the drink accompaniments, ready for
service

1.3

Make sure that service and electrical equipment is clean,
free from damage and displayed as required

1.4

2 Understand how to prepare
customer and service area

Make sure that menus and promotional material are
accurate, clean, free from damage and displayed as
required

1.5

Make sure service areas are clean, tidy and ready for
service

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic practices when preparing
customer and service areas

2.2

State why and to whom breakages should be reported

2.3

Explain why it is essential to check the expiry dates on
stock items

2.4

State why refrigeration units should be maintained at the
correct temperature

2.5

State why correct storage and rotation procedures
should be followed

2.6

State why service areas must
unauthorised access at all times

2.7

State why maintenance should not be attempted on
electronic items

be

secure

from

2.8
2.9

3 Be able to clear customer and
service area

4 Understand how to clear customer
and service area

2.10

3.1

Store, restock, or dispose of drinks stocks and drink
accompaniments, in line with workplace procedures

3.2

Ensure that service equipment is clean and stored as
required

3.3

Make sure electrical equipment and machines are left in
the correct condition

3.4

Ensure that customer and service areas are tidy, free
from rubbish and ready for cleaning

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
clearing customer and service areas

4.2

Explain why service areas should be left tidy and free
from rubbish after service

and

store

State why waste must be handled and stored correctly

4.4

State why certain electrical equipment must be turned
off after service

4.5

State why maintenance must not be attempted on
electrical equipment

4.6

State why customer service areas must be secure from
unauthorised access after service

4.7

State why spillages and breakages must be reported to
the appropriate person

4.8

State why correct storage procedures must be followed
for food and drink stocks

4.9
clean

and

Outline the types of unexpected situations may occur
when preparing the bar area and how to deal with these

4.3

5 Be able to
glassware

State why a constant stock of drinks
accompaniments must be maintained
State why stocks of drinks must be rotated

5.1
5.2

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when clearing the bar area and how to deal with
them
Empty glassware and position it ready for cleaning
Check that cleaning equipment or machinery is clean,
safe, free from damage and ready for use

5.3

Clean glassware at the recommended temperature using
appropriate cleaning method

5.4

Check that finished glassware is clean, dry and free from
damage

5.5

Dispose of damaged or broken glassware following
recommended procedures

5.6

Dispose of waste or dirty water following recommended
procedures

5.7

Check that cleaning equipment or machines are left
clean, dry undamaged and ready for future use

5.8
6 Understand how to clean and store
glassware

6.1
6.2

Keep storage areas clean, tidy and free from rubbish
Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
handling glassware, cleaning equipment and materials
Explain why glassware should be handled carefully

6.3

State why glassware should be cleaned at the correct
temperature

6.4

Describe the proper procedure for disposing of broken
glass

6.5

6.6

Describe how to maintain glass washing equipment
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
occur when handling and cleaning glassware and how to
deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website : www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 17
Title:

Maintain cellars and kegs

Level:

M/601/4909
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

23

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to maintain cellars
1.1

Make sure that cellar surfaces are free from dirt, rubbish,
spillages and mould

1.2

Make sure that the floors are clean and that drains,
gullies and sumps are free from blockages

1.3

Make sure that cellar equipment is clean and in good
working order

1.4

Use the recommended cleaning equipment
materials and store them correctly after use

1.5

Maintain cellar environmental conditions in line with
service operations

1.6
2 Understand how to maintain cellars

and

Secure the cellar against unauthorised access

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic practices when maintaining
cellars

2.2

Explain why there are specific security procedures for
going in and out of the cellar

2.3

State why cellars should be
unauthorised access at all times

2.4

State why the cellar should be kept clean and tidy at all
times

2.5

State why the cellar must be kept at a recommended
temperature and what that temperature should be

2.6

secured

against

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when maintaining cellars and how to deal with
them

3 Be able to prepare kegs and gas for
use

3.1

Position the full keg or gas cylinder for convenience at
the appropriate time

3.2

Disconnect empty keg or gas cylinder using the
recommended method

3.3

Check that the new keg or gas cylinder contains the
correct product and shows the correct date

3.4

Connect keg or gas cylinder using the recommended
method

3.5
3.6

4 Understand how to prepare kegs
and gas for use

Check that new keg or gas cylinder is working properly
Store used keg or gas cylinder ready for dispatch

3.7

Deal with leakages in keg or gas cylinder effectively and
inform the proper person where necessary

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
preparing kegs and gas cylinders for use

4.2

Describe the risks of mishandling kegs and gas cylinders

4.3

State why the correct and safe lifting techniques must be
used

4.4

State why gas cylinders for use must be chained or
strapped to the wall

4.5

State why and to whom any signs of damage to
kegs/cylinders must be reported

4.6

State why it is essential to turn off the gas supply before
disconnecting the keg

4.7

State what the safety considerations are in dealing with
mixed gases

4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11

4.12

Describe procedures in an event of an emergency
Describe how to determine if kegs/cylinders are leaking
State why it is important to check date stamp on stock
Describe how to tell if stock is out of condition
Outline the types of situations that may happen when
preparing kegs and gas cylinders and how to deal with
them

Assessment requirements: This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and
evidence requirements which can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 18
Title:

Clean drink dispense lines

Level:

H/601/4907
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

26

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to clean drink dispense lines
1.1

Prepare the drink dispense line system ready for
cleaning

1.2

Clean drink dispense line using correctly diluted cleaning
agents and recommended equipment

1.3

Make sure that cleaned pipes and taps are free from
debris, cleaning agent, detergent and water

1.4

Make sure the cleaned drink dispense line system is free
from damage and in good working order

1.5
2 Understand how to clean drink
dispense lines

2.1
2.2

Ensure that the drink is of the correct quality for service
State current legislation regarding safe and hygienic
working practices when cleaning drink dispense lines
Explain why it is important to clean drink dispense lines

2.3

Describe the dangers of mishandling kegs and gas
cylinders

2.4

State why it is important to make sure cleaning agents
are correctly diluted

2.5

Describe what equipment is needed to clean drink
dispense lines

2.6

State why on-line beverages should be tested after
cleaning pipes and lines

2.7

State why lines should be thoroughly rinsed with clean
water after cleaning and before use

2.8

Describe organisations’ procedures for cleaning and
maintaining post–mix dispense systems

2.9

Describe the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when cleaning lines and how to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 19
Title:

Receive, store and issue drinks stock

Level:

T/601/4975
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

24

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able
deliveries

to

receive

drink

1.1
1.2

2 Understand how to receive
drink deliveries

Prepare receiving and storage areas for deliveries
Make sure that drink deliveries tally with documentation

1.3

Make sure that drink deliveries are undamaged, of good
quality and do not exceed their expiry dates

1.4

Make sure that goods remain
transportation to the storage areas

1.5

Keep receiving areas clean, tidy, free from rubbish and
secured against unauthorised access

1.6

Complete delivery documentation accurately and retain a
copy for organisations’ records

2.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when receiving
drink deliveries

2.2

State why receiving
unauthorised access

2.3

areas

should

undamaged

be

during

secured

from

Explain why and to whom breakages should be reported

2.4

State where and from whom health and safety information
can be obtained

2.5

Explain why deliveries should tally with both order and
delivery documentation

2.6

2.7

State what documentation must be retained for records
Outline the types of unexpected situations that may occur
when receiving drinks stock and how to deal with them

3 Be able to store and issue
drinks stock

3.1

Maintain stock storage conditions and follow stock rotation
procedures correctly

3.2

Maintain accurate records of drink items that have been
received, stored and issued

3.3
3.4

4 Understand how to store and
issue drinks stock

Issue drinks items in line with operational requirements
Report low stock levels to proper person

3.5

Keep storage areas clean, tidy, free from rubbish and secured
against unauthorised access

4.1

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when storing
and issuing drinks

4.2

State why storage areas should be secured from unauthorised
access at all times

4.3

Explain why correct storage and rotation procedures should
be followed

4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

State why broken bottles should be retained
State why correct and safe lifting techniques must be used
State why stock should be stacked correctly
Explain why a minimum stock of drink items must be
maintained
State to whom low level of stock should be reported and why

4.9

State why the correct documentation must be received before
stock is issued

4.10

Outline the types of unexpected situations that may occur
when storing drinks and how to deal with them

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 20
Title:

Resolve customer service problems

Level:

M/601/1511
2

Credit value:

6

Guided learning hours:

40

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Spot customer service problems

2 Pick the best solution to resolve
customer service problems

3 Take action to resolve customer
service problems

1.1

Listen carefully to customers about any problem they
have raised

1.2

Ask customers about the problem to check their
understanding

1.3

Recognise repeated problems and alert the appropriate
authority

1.4

Share customer feedback with others to identify
potential problems before they happen

1.5

Identify problems with systems and procedures before
they begin to affect customers

2.1

Identify the options for resolving a customer service
problem

2.2

Work with others to identify and confirm the options to
resolve a customer service problem

2.3

Work out the advantages and disadvantages of each
option for their customer and the organisation

2.4

Pick the best option for their customer and the
organisation

2.5

Identify for their customer other ways that problems may
be resolved if they are unable to help

3.1

Discuss and agree the options for solving the problem
with their customer

3.2

Take action to implement the option agreed with their
customer

4 Know how to resolve customer
service problems

3.3

Work with others and their customer to make sure that
any promises related to solving the problem are kept

3.4

Keep their customer fully informed about what is
happening to resolve the problem

3.5

Check with their customer to make sure the problem has
been resolved to the customer’s satisfaction

3.6

Give clear reasons to their customer when the problem
has not been resolved to the customer’s satisfaction

4.1

Describe organisational procedures and systems for
dealing with customer service problems

4.2
4.3

Explain how to defuse potentially stressful situations
Describe how to negotiate

4.4

Identify the limitations of what they can offer their
customer

4.5

Describe types of action that may make a customer
problem worse and should be avoided

Assessment requirements:
The assessment and quality assurance requirement for this unit provides evidence towards A and V units.

Unit 21
Title:

Promote additional services or products to customers

Level:

D/601/0936
2

Credit value:

6

Guided learning hours:

40

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Identify additional services
products that are available

or
1.1

Update and develop their knowledge
organisation’s services or products

1.2

Check with others when they are unsure about new
service or product details

1.3

Identify appropriate services or products that may interest
their customer

1.4
2 Inform customers about additional
services or products

their

Spot opportunities for offering their customer additional
services or products that will improve the customer
experience

2.1

Choose the best time to inform their customer about
additional services or products

2.2

Choose the best method of communication to introduce
their customer to additional services or products

2.3

2.4
3 Gain customer commitment to
using additional services or
products

of

3.1

Give their customer accurate and sufficient information to
enable them to make a decision about the additional
services or products
Give their customer time to ask questions about the
additional services or products
Close the conversation if the customer shows no interest

3.2

Give information to move the situation forward when their
customer shows interest

3.3

Secure customer agreement and check customer
understanding of the delivery of the service or product

3.4

Take action to ensure prompt delivery of the additional
services or products to their customer

4.1

Refer their customer to others or to alternative sources of
information if the additional services or products are not
their responsibility
Describe the organisation’s procedures and systems for
encouraging the use of additional services or products

4.2

Explain how additional services or products will benefit
their customers

4.3

Explain how their customer’s use of additional services or
products will benefit their organisation

4.4

Identify the main factors that influence customers to use
their services or products

3.5
4 Understand how to promote
additional services or products to
customers

4.5

4.6

Explain how to introduce additional services or products
to customers outlining their benefits, overcoming
reservations and agreeing to provide the additional
services or products
State how to give appropriate, balanced information to
customers about services or products

Assessment requirements:
The assessment and quality assurance requirement for this unit provides evidence towards A and V units

Unit 22
Title:

Deal with customers across a language divide

Level:

A/601/1219
2

Credit value:

8

Guided learning hours:

53

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

prepare to deal with customers
with a different first language

1.1

1.2

learn a greeting, an expression of thanks and a farewell
phrase in the language they expect to encounter

1.3

identify a source of assistance with a language they
expect to encounter when delivering customer service

1.4

1.5

1.6
2 deal with customers who speak a
different first language from their
own

identify the language or languages other than their own
that they are most likely to come across when dealing
with customers

2.1

2.2

agree with colleagues informal signing options that may
be used for key aspects of their services or products
when dealing with somebody with a different first
language
log useful words and phrases to support their dealings
with a customer with a different first language
learn an appropriate phrase to explain to a customer in
their first language that they do not speak that language
fluently
identify their customer’s first language and indicate to
the customer that they are aware of this
establish the expectations of the customer regarding
whether they expect to deal in the learner’s first
language or theirs

2.3

speak clearly and slowly if using a language which is not
the first language for either them or their customer

2.4

maintain a consistent tone and volume when dealing
with somebody across a language divide

2.5

2.6

2.7

3 know how to deal with customers
across a language divide

Assessment requirements: N/A

listen closely to their customer to identify any words they
may be using in a way that differs from the way the
learner would generally use the same words
check their understanding of specific words with their
customer using questions for clarification
seek appropriate assistance from colleagues if they are
unable to complete a customer transaction because of
language barriers

2.8

reword a question or explanation if their customer
clearly does not understand their original wording

2.9

use a few words of their customer’s first language to
create a rapport

3.1

list the languages that they are most likely to encounter
among groups of their customers

3.2

state how to greet, thank and say farewell to customers
in their first languages

3.3

explain the importance of dealing with customers in their
first language if possible

3.4

describe how to explain to a customer that they cannot
hold an extended conversation in their first language

3.5

explain the importance of tone, pace and volume when
dealing with customers across a language divide

3.6

identify possible sources of assistance to use when a
language barrier demands additional language skills

Unit 23
Title:

Maintain customer service through effective handover

Level:

Y/601/1227
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

27

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Agree joint responsibilities in a
customer service team

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
2 Check that customer service actions
are seen through by working
together with colleagues

Identify services or products they are involved in
delivering that rely on effective teamwork
Identify steps in the customer service delivery process that
rely on exchange of information between them and their
colleagues
Agree with colleagues when it is right to pass
responsibility for completing a customer service action to
another
Agree with colleagues on how information should be
exchanged between them to enable another to complete
a customer service action
Identify ways of reminding themselves when they have
passed responsibility to a colleague for completing a
customer service action

2.1

Access reminders to identify when to check that a
customer service action has been completed

2.2

Ensure that they are aware of all details of customer
service actions their colleague was due to complete

2.3

Ask their colleague about the outcome of them
completing the customer service action as agreed

2.4

2.5

Identify the next customer service actions if their
colleagues have been unable to complete the actions they
had previously agreed
Work with colleagues to review the way in which customer
service actions are shared

3 Understand how to maintain
customer service through effective
handover

3.1

Explain their organisation’s customer service procedures
for the services or products they are involved in delivering

3.2

Identify the appropriate colleagues to pass responsibility
to for completing particular customer service actions

3.3

Describe ways of ensuring that information is passed
between them and their colleagues effectively

3.4

3.5

3.6
Assessment requirements: N/A

Identify ways to remind themselves of actions that need to
be checked when they have passed on responsibility to a
colleague
Explain the importance of checking tactfully with a
colleague whether they have completed the customer
service actions they were expecting
Identify opportunities for contributing to review the way
customer service actions are shared in customer service
processes

Unit 24
Title:

Maintain and deal with payments

Level:

M/601/5039
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

30

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to maintain and deal with
payments

1.1

Make sure payment point is working and that all
materials needs are available

1.2

maintain the payment point and restock it when
necessary

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2 Know how maintain and deal with
payments

Enter/scan information into the payment point correctly
Tell the customer how much they have to pay
Acknowledge the customer’s payment and validate it
where necessary
Follow correct procedure for chip and pin transactions
Put the payment in the right place according to
organisational procedures
Give correct change for cash transactions

1.9

Carry out transactions without delay and give relevant
confirmation to the customer

1.1

Make the payment point content available for authorised
collection when asked to

2.1

State the legal requirements for operating a payment
point and taking payments from customers

2.2

Describe organisational security procedures for cash and
other types of payments

2.3
2.4

Describe how to set up a payment point
Describe how to get stocks of materials needed to set up
and maintain the payment point

2.5

State the importance of telling the customer of any
delays and how to do so

2.6

Describe the types of problems that might happen with a
payment point and how to deal with these

2.7
2.8

Describe how to change till/debit/credit machine rolls
Describe the correct procedures for handling payments

2.9

Describe what to do if there are errors in handling
payments

2.10

Describe the procedures for dealing with hand held
payment devices at tables

2.11

State what procedure must be followed with regards to a
payment that has been declined

2.12

State what might happen if errors are not reported

2.13

Describe the types of problems that may happen when
taking payments and how to deal with these

2.14

Describe the procedure for collecting the content of
payment point and who should hand payments over to

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st's assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 25
Title:

Employment Rights and Responsibilities in the Hospitality, Leisure,
Travel and Tourism Sector

Level:

T/601/7214
2

Credit value:

2

Guided learning hours:

16

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Know employer and employee
rights, responsibilities and own
organisational procedures

1.1

1.2

State importance of having employment rights and
responsibilities

1.3

Describe organisational procedures for health & safety,
including documentation

1.4

Describe organisational procedures for equality & diversity,
including documentation

1.5
2 Know factors that affect own
organisation and occupation

2.1
2.2

2.3

Assessment requirements: N/A

State employer and employee rights and responsibilities
under employment law, including Disability Discrimination
Act, Health & Safety and other relevant legislation

Identify sources of information and advice on employment
rights and responsibilities, including Access to Work and
Additional Learning Support
Describe the role played by own occupation within
organisation and industry
Describe career pathways available to them
State types of representative body related to the industry,
their main roles and responsibilities and their relevance to
the industry

2.4

Identify sources of information and advice on own industry,
occupation, training and career

2.5

Describe principles, policies and codes of practice used by
own organisation and industry

2.6

Describe issues of public concern that affect own
organisation and industry

Unit 26
Title:

Maintain food safety when storing, preparing and cooking food

Level:

D/601/6980
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

32

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to keep yourself clean and
hygienic

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

2 Know how to keep yourself clean
and hygienic

Wear clean and hygienic clothes appropriate to the jobs
being undertaken
Tie hair back and/or wear appropriate hair covering
Only wear jewellery and other accessories that do not
cause food safety hazards
Change clothes when necessary
Wash hands thoroughly at appropriate times

1.6

Avoid unsafe behaviour that could contaminate the food
working with

1.7

Report and cuts, boils grazes illness and infections
promptly to the appropriate person

1.8

Make sure any cuts, boils , skin infections and grazes are
treated and covered with an appropriate dressing

2.1
2.2

2.3

2.4
2.5
2.6

State why clean and hygienic clothes must be worn
State why hair must be tied back or an appropriate hair
covering be worn
State the different types of protective clothes are
appropriate for different jobs in storage, preparation and
cooking food
Describe the food safety hazards that jewellery and
accessories can cause
State when clothing should be changed
State the importance of changing clothes

2.7

2.8
2.9
2.10

State the importance of not handling food when open
cuts are present
Describe what to do if anyone has an open cut

2.11

2.12

State why stomach illnesses are particularly important to
report
State the importance of avoiding touching, face, nose or
mouth, blowing nose, chewing gum, eating, smoking
when working with food

3.1

Make sure surfaces and equipment are clean and in
good condition

3.2

Use clean and suitable cloths and equipment for wiping
and cleaning between tasks

3.3

Remove from use any surfaces and equipment that are
damaged or have lose parts

3.4

Report damaged surfaces, equipment to the person
responsible for food safety

3.5

Dispose of
appropriately

3.6

Identify, take appropriate action on any damage to walls,
floors, ceilings, furniture and fittings

3.7

Report any damage to walls, floors, ceilings, furniture
and fittings to the appropriate person

3.8
3.9
4 Know how to keep working area
clean and hygienic

Describe how to wash hands safely

State the importance of reporting illnesses and infections
promptly

2.13
3 Be able to keep working area clean
and hygienic

State why hands must be washed after going to the
toilet, before going into food preparation and cooking
areas, after touching raw food and waste, before
handling ready-to-eat food

4.1

waste

promptly,

hygienically

and

Identify, take appropriate action on any signs of pests
Report any signs of pest to the appropriate person
State why surfaces and equipment must be clean,
hygienic and suitable for the intended use before
beginning a new task

4.2

4.3

State the importance of only using clean and suitable
cloths when cleaning before tasks

4.4

State how to ensure that clean and suitable cloths are
used before tasks

4.5

Explain why surfaces and equipment that are damaged
or have loose parts can be hazardous to food safety

4.6

List the types of damaged surfaces or equipment that
can cause food safety hazards

4.7

Describe how to deal with damaged surfaces and
equipment

4.8

State the importance of clearing and disposing of waste
promptly and safely

4.9
4.10
4.11

5

Describe how to ensure that surfaces and equipment are
clean, hygienic and suitable for the intended use before
beginning a new task

Describe how to safely dispose of waste
Describe how damage to walls, floors, ceilings, furniture,
food equipment and fittings can cause food safety
hazards
State the types of damage that should be looked out for

4.12

State the types of pests that could be found in catering
operations

4.13

State how to recognise the signs that pest may be
present

5.1

Check that food is undamaged, at appropriate
temperature and within ‘use-by-date’ on delivery

Be able to store food safely

5.2
5.3
5.4

5.5

5.6

Look at and retain any important labelling information
Prepare food for storage
Place food in storage as quickly as necessary to maintain
its safety
Make sure storage areas are clean, suitable and
maintained at the correct temperature for the type of
food
Store food so that cross contamination is prevented

5.7
5.8
5.9
6 Know how to store food safely
6.1

6.2
6.3
6.4

Keep necessary records up-to-date
State the importance of making sure food deliveries are
undamaged, at the correct temperature and within useby-date
State the importance of preparing food for storage
State why food must be put in the correct storage area
State the temperature food should be stored at
State the importance of keeping storage areas clean and
tidy

6.6

Describe what to do if storage areas are not clean and
tidy

6.7

State the importance of storing food at the correct
temperature

6.9
6.1
6.11

Be able to prepare, cook and hold
food safely

Safely dispose of food that is beyond ‘use-by-date’

6.5

6.8

7

Follow stock rotation procedures

Describe how to store food at the correct temperature
State what types of food are raw
State why types of food are ready-to-eat
State why stock rotation n procedures are important

6.12

State why food beyond its ‘use-by-date’ must be
disposed of

7.1

Check food before and during operations for any
hazards

7.2

Follow correct procedures for dealing with food hazards

7.3

Follow organisational procedures for items that may
cause allergic reactions

7.4

Prevent cross-contamination between different types if
food

7.5

Use methods, times, temperatures and checks to make
sure food is safe following operations

7.6

Keep necessary records up-to-date

8 Know how to maintain food safety
8.1

Describe how to operate a food safety management
system

8.2

Explain the concept of hazards to food safety in a
catering operation

8.3

State the necessity of controlling hazards to food safety
in order to remove or keep risks to a safe level

8.4
8.5

State the types of hazards that may occur in a catering
operation

8.6

Describe how to control hazards by cooking, chilling,
cleaning and the avoidance of cross-contamination

8.7
8.8

State why monitoring is important
State the key stages in the monitoring process

8.9

State the importance of knowing what to do when things
go wrong

8.10

State why some hazards are more important than others
in terms of food safety

8.11
9 Know how to prepare, cook and
hold food safely

Describe what may happen if hazards are not controlled

9.1

State who to report to if there are food safety hazards
State why it is necessary to defrost foods before cooking

9.2

State when it is necessary to defrost foods before
cooking

9.3

Describe how to safely and thoroughly defrost food
before cooking

9.4

Describe how to recognise conditions leading to safety
hazards

9.5

State what to do if any food safety hazards are
discovered

9.6

State the importance of knowing that certain foods
cause allergic reactions

9.7

Describe organisational procedures to deal with foods
possible of causing allergic reactions

9.8

State what to if a customer asks if a particular dish is free
from certain food allergen

9.9

Describe how cross-contamination can happen between
different food types

9.1

Describe how to avoid cross-contamination between
different food types

9.11

Explain why thorough cooking and reheating methods
should be used

9.12

State cooking , reheating, temperatures and times to use
for food being worked with

9.13

Describe how to check that food is thoroughly cooked
or safely reheated

9.14

State the importance of making sure that food is at the
correct temperature before and during holding , prior to
serving it to the customer

9.15

State the types of foods that may need to be chilled or
frozen because they are not for immediate consumption

9.16

Describe how to safely store food not for immediate
consumption

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 27
Title:

Convert a Room for Dining

Level:

M/601/4697
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

23

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to set up food dining areas
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

2 Know how to set up food dining
areas

Ensure number of staff required are available to prepare
food dining areas, and inform the proper person when
more staff are required
Prioritise work and carry out in an efficient manner
Identify items requiring moving, the number of people
needed to move each item and the amount of time
required to do so
Move items not required in a safe way and pack away as
required
Set up necessary dining and service equipment in a safe
and hygienic manner to meet organisational
requirements, using required number of people to move
each item

1.6

Clean any unhygienic dining or service equipment or
dining areas

2.1

State why it is important to lift heavy or bulk items using
approved safe methods

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

Describe safe methods for lifting and carrying
Describe how to determine how many staff are needed
for lifting and carrying different items
State what equipment commonly needs to be moved
Describe what specific packing requirements certain
equipment may have
Describe the organisation's table layouts
Describe the organisation’s service structure

2.8
3 Be able to return food dining area to
its original state

3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

4 Understand how to return food
dining area to its original state

State why, and to whom, problems such as damaged,
dirty or missing equipment should be reported to
Ensure that the required number of staff are available to
clear the food dining areas and inform the proper
person when more staff are required
Prioritise work and carry out in an efficient manner
Clean surfaces and service equipment where required
Move dining equipment and service equipment in an
orderly manner ensuring they are packed away correctly
Safely return any items to their proper place

3.6

Ensure that area is left as required by organisational
standards

4.1

State what materials and equipment are used for
clearing different types of surfaces in food dining areas

4.2

State why work area needs to be inspected on
completion

4.3

State what information is required in order to clean food
dining surfaces

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 28
Title:

Prepare and finish simple salad and fruit dishes

Level:

R/601/5437
1

Credit value:

2

Guided learning hours:

16

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare simple salad and
fruit dishes

1.1
1.2
1.3

2 Understand how to prepare simple
salad and fruit dishes

3 Be able to finish simple salad and
fruit dishes

2.1

Assessment requirements: N/A

Choose the correct tools and equipment
Prepare the ingredients correctly for the dish
State how to store salad and fruit before preparation

2.2

Describe how to check the salad, fruit or other
ingredients to make sure they are fit for use

2.3

Describe what to do if there is a problem with the
salad, fruit or other ingredients

2.4

State what tools and equipment are needed to carry
out the relevant cooking methods

2.5

State why it is important to use the correct tools and
equipment

2.6

State why it is important to avoid cross contamination
with meat and fish products and how to do so

3.1
3.2

4 Understand how to finish simple
salad and fruit dishes

Check the ingredients to make sure they are fit for
preparation

4.1

Present the dish to meet requirements
Safely store any prepared items not for immediate use
Describe how to store prepared salads and fruit that is
not for immediate use

Unit 29
Title:

Prepare and cook fish

Level:

T/601/5561
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

23

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare and cook fish

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

2 Understand how to prepare and
cook fish

Safely store any fish not for immediate use
De-frost fish when necessary
Check fish is fit for cooking
Choose right tools and equipment
Prepare fish to meet requirements
Cook fish as required
Finish fish as required

1.8

Make sure fish is at the correct temperature for holding
and serving

2.1

Describe how to store frozen and unfrozen fish correctly
before cooking

2.2

Describe how to check that coated and uncoated fish,
frozen and unfrozen is fit for preparation and cooking

2.3

Describe how to decide whether fish needs de-frosting
before cooking and why it is important

2.4

State how to de-frost pre-prepared fish

2.5

Describe what to do if there are any problems with fish
or other ingredients

2.6

State the right temperatures and cooking times for
different types of fish

2.7

State the right tools and equipment to prepare and cook
fish

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
Assessment requirements: N/A

State why it is important to use the right tools and
equipment
State the correct cooking methods to use
Describe how to decide when different types of fish are
properly cooked
Describe how to garnish and present cooked fish

Unit 30
Title:

Prepare and cook meat and poultry

Credit value:

T/601/5575
4

Guided learning hours:

33

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare and cook
meat/poultry

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

2 Understand how to prepare and
cook meat/poultry

Safely store any meat/poultry not for immediate use
De-frost meat/poultry when necessary
Check that meat/poultry is fit for cooking
Choose the right tools and equipment
Prepare meat/poultry to meet requirements
Cook meat/poultry as required
Finish meat/poultry as required

1.8

Make sure meat/poultry is at the correct temperature for
holding and serving

2.1

Describe how to store fresh and frozen meat/poultry
correctly before cooking

2.2

Describe how to check that meat/poultry is fit for
preparation and cooking

2.3

Describe what to do if there are problems with the
meat/poultry or other ingredients

2.4

Describe how to decide when meat/poultry needs
defrosting before cooking and why this is important

2.5

State the right tools and equipment for: defrosting,
seasoning and storing meat/poultry

2.6

Describe how to prepare meat/poultry using different
cooking methods

2.7

State the correct tools and equipment for different
cooking methods

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
Assessment requirements: N/A

State why it is important to use correct tools and
equipment
Describe how to carry out different cooking methods
Describe how to finish and season meat/poultry
according to requirements
State the correct temperatures for holding meat/poultry

Unit 31
Title:

Prepare Hot and Cold Sandwiches

Level:

K/601/4844
1

Credit value:

2

Guided learning hours:

20

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare hot and cold
sandwiches

1.1
1.2
1.3

2 Understand how to prepare hot
and cold sandwiches

Check the bread and fillings to make sure that they meet
quality and quantity requirements
Choose the right tools and equipment
Prepare sandwiches as required

1.4

Safely store any sandwich and fillings not for immediate
use

2.1

Explain how to check that bread and fillings are fit for
purpose

2.2

State the correct tools and equipment for making
sandwiches

2.3

Describe how to present sandwiches and bread products
attractively

2.4

State the correct methods of storage to avoid spoiling
sandwiches and bread products between preparation and
consumption

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 32
Title:

Produce Basic Egg Dishes

Level:

L/601/7333
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

24

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to produce basic egg dishes
1.1
1.2

Select and use the correct tools and equipment

1.3

Prepare and cook eggs and other ingredients to meet
dish requirements

1.4

Ensure the egg dish has the correct colour, texture and
quantity

1.5
1.6
1.7
2 Understand how to produce basic
egg dishes

Ensure that the eggs and other ingredients meet dish
requirements

Present and finish the egg dish to meet requirements
Ensure the egg dish is at the correct temperature for
holding and serving
Safely store cooked egg dishes not for immediate use

2.1

Describe how to check the eggs and other ingredients
meet dish requirements

2.2

Describe what to do if there are problems with the egg
or other ingredients

2.3

State why time and temperature is important when
cooking and finishing basic egg dishes

2.4

Describe how to carry out the relevant preparation and
cooking methods

2.5

State why it is important to use the correct tools,
equipment and techniques

2.6

Describe how to identify when egg dishes have the
correct colour, texture and quantity

2.7

Describe how to finish basic egg dishes

2.8
2.9
2.10

State the correct temperature for holding and serving
egg dishes
Describe how to safely store cooked egg dishes
State healthy eating options when making egg dishes

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 33
Title:

Produce Basic Fish Dishes

Level:

H/601/4938
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

34

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to produce basic fish dishes

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Choose and use the right tools and equipment correctly
Combine fish with other ingredient
Cook fish to meet dish requirements
Garnish and present the dish to meet requirements

1.6

Make sure dishes have the correct flavour, colour,
consistency and quantity

1.7

Make sure dishes are at correct temperature for holding
and serving

1.8
2 Understand how to produce basic
fish dishes

Check fish meet dish requirements

2.1
2.2

Safely store any cooked fish not for immediate use
Describe how to check the fish meet dish requirements
State what quality points to look for in fish

2.3

Describe what to do if there are any problems with the
fish or other ingredients

2.4

State which tools and equipment to use for the relevant
cooking method

2.5

State why it is important to use the correct tools and
equipment

2.6

Explain why it is important to use the most appropriate
cooking methods in relation to each type of fish

2.7

State the correct temperatures for cooking fish and why
these temperatures are important

2.8

Describe how to garnish and present fish according to
organisational requirements

2.9

Describe how to correct a dish to make sure it has the
correct colour, consistency and flavour

2.10

State the correct temperature for holding and serving
fish dishes

2.11

State healthy eating options when cooking and finishing
fish

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 34
Title:

Produce Basic Vegetable Dishes

Level:

R/601/4949
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

32

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to produce basic vegetable
dishes

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2 Understand how to produce basic
vegetable dishes

2.1
2.2

Check the vegetables meet both quality and quantity
requirements
Choose and use tools and equipment correctly
Combine vegetables with other ingredients
Cook vegetables to meet dish requirements
Make sure dish has the correct flavour, colour, texture
and quantity
Finish and present dishes to meet requirements
Make sure dishes are at correct temperature for
holding and serving
Safely store cooked vegetables not for immediate use
Describe how
requirements

to

check

vegetables

meet

dish

State what quality points to look for in vegetables

2.3

Describe what to do if there are any problem with the
vegetables or other ingredients

2.4

State what tools and equipment are needed to carry
out the relevant cooking methods

2.5

Describe how each of the cooking methods should be
followed to meet dish requirements

2.6

State the correct temperatures for cooking the relevant
vegetable dishes

2.7
2.8
2.9
2.10

Describe how to maintain the nutritional value of
vegetables during cooking and holding
State the main reasons for blanching vegetables
State which vegetables are suitable for high and low
pressure steaming
Describe how to finish basic vegetable dishes

2.11

State the correct temperature for holding and serving
vegetable dishes

2.12

State healthy eating options when cooking and
finishing vegetable dishes

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 35
Title:

Produce Basic Rice, Pulse and Grain Dishes
K/601/4861

Level:

2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to produce basic rice, pulse
and grain dishes

2 Understand how to produce basic
rice, pulse and grain dishes

1.1

Check ingredients
requirements

1.2

Choose and use tools and equipment correctly

1.3

Cook ingredients using the correct preparation and
cooking methods

1.4

Make sure dishes have the correct flavour, colour,
texture and quantity

1.5

Garnish and present
organisational standards

1.6

Make sure dishes are at the correct temperature for
holding and serving

1.7

Make sure prepared food is stored safely that is not for
immediate use

2.1

Describe how to check ingredients meet the dish
requirements

2.2

State what quality points to look for in rice, pulse and
grains

2.3

Describe what to do if there are problems with rice,
pulse and grains

2.4

State the correct tools and equipment to carry out
relevant preparation methods

2.5

State why it is important to use the correct equipment
and techniques

2.6

meet

quality

food

and

products

quantity

to

meet

Describe how to determine the correct cooking methods

2.7

Describe how to identify when rice, pulse and grain
dishes have the correct colour, flavour, texture and
quantity

2.8

State the correct temperature for holding and serving
rice, pulse and grain dishes

2.9

Describe how rice, pulse and grains can be cooled which

maintains effective food safety
2.10

State healthy eating options when making rice, pulse
and grain dishes

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 36
Title:

Produce Basic Pasta Dishes
F/601/7331

Level:

2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:
The learner can:
1 Be able to produce basic pasta
Check pasta
1.1
dishes
requirements

other

ingredient

meet

dish

1.2

Choose and use the correct tools and equipment
correctly

1.3

Prepare and cook the pasta and other ingredients to
meet the dish requirements

1.4

Make sure pasta dish is of the correct flavour, colour,
texture and quantity

1.5

2 Understand how to produce basic
pasta dishes

and

Present and garnish the pasta dish to meet requirements

1.6

Make sure the temperature is correct for holding and
serving pasta dishes

1.7

Safely store any cooked pasta dishes not for immediate
use

2.1

Describe how to check the pasta and other ingredients
meet dish requirements

2.2

State what quality points to look for in pasta and other
ingredients used in the dish

2.3

Describe what to do if there are any problems with the
pasta or other ingredients

2.4

State why time and temperature are important when
cooking and finishing pasta dishes

2.5

Explain which tools and equipment to use for the
relevant preparation and cooking methods

2.6

Describe how to carry out the relevant preparation and
cooking methods

2.7

State why it is important to use the correct equipment
and techniques

2.8

Describe how to identify when pasta has the correct
flavour, colour, texture and quantity

2.9

State the correct temperature for holding and serving
pasta dishes

2.10

Describe how to cool pasta to ensure effective food
safety prior to storage

2.11

Describe how to safely store cooked pasta dishes

2.12

State healthy eating option when making pasta dishes

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 37
Title:

Prepare and present food for cold presentation
M/601/5364

Level:

2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

35

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare and present
food for cold presentation

2 Understand how to prepare and
present food for cold presentation

1.1

Check the food
requirements

and

garnish

ingredients

meet

1.2

Choose and use tools and equipment correctly

1.3

Prepare food products using the correct preparation
methods

1.4

Make sure the food products have the correct flavour,
colour, texture and quantity

1.5

Garnish and present the food products to meet
requirements

1.6

Safely store any prepared food products not for
immediate consumption

2.1

Describe how to check that the food products and garnish
ingredients meet requirements

2.2

State what quality points to look for in presentation of
cooked, cured and prepared foods

2.3

Describe what to do if there any problems with the food
products or garnish ingredients

2.4

State the correct tools and equipment required to carry
out different preparation methods

2.5

State the importance of using the correct tools,
equipment and techniques

2.6

Describe how to prepare the food products and garnish
ingredients for cold presentation

2.7

Describe how to produce basic vinaigrette and cold
sauces

2.8

Describe how to identify when food products have the
correct colour, flavour, texture and quantity

2.9

State the importance of time and temperature are
important when preparing cooked, cured and prepared
food for presentation

2.1

State why cooked, cured and prepared foods should be
stored at the required temperature before presentation

2.11

State healthy eating options when preparing and
presenting food for cold presentation

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against the People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 38
Title:

Complete Kitchen Documentation

Level:

L/601/5372
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to complete kitchen
documentation

2 Understand how to complete
kitchen documentation

1.1

Ensure sufficient relevant documents are available and
when necessary, obtain extra copies

1.2

Complete relevant documents accurately and legibly to
meet organisational requirements

1.3

Ensure relevant documents arrive with proper person within
time required

1.4

Copy and file relevant documents in line with organisational
requirements

1.5

Respond to queries about completion of
documents, within the boundaries of authority

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

relevant

Sate organisational documents that need to be completed
State why it is important to complete documentation
Describe how to complete particular documents
State where to obtain appropriate documents from
State when and where documentation is copied and kept

2.6

State who should be contacted when problems occur and
explain why

2.7

Describe why kitchen documentation needs to remain
confidential

2.8

Describe what information required by law within the
kitchen is required to be noted and kept

2.9

State why it is important that information is accurate

2.10

State why it is important that documents are not
fraudulently completed

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against the People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk

Unit 39
Title:

Set Up and Close Kitchen

Level:

L/601/4996
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

37

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare kitchen for food
operations

1.1

1.2

3 Be able to prepare food items for
operation and service

Check that food preparation and cooking tools and
kitchen equipment are clean, and of the right type and
in working order

1.3

Turn on appropriate kitchen equipment at the correct
time and to correct setting

1.4

Report any unhygienic or defective tools or kitchen
equipment, or other problems to the proper person

1.5

2 Understand how to prepare kitchen
for food operations

Prioritise work and carry it out in an efficient manner

2.1

Conduct work in line with legal requirements,
workplace procedures and current legislation relating
to hygienic and safe working practices when preparing
the kitchen for food operation
State why knives/utensils should be handled correctly

2.2

State why and to whom all incidents should be
reported

2.3

Describe how to safely turn on different types of
equipment

2.4

State why faulty equipment and maintenance
requirements should be reported to the proper person

2.5

State why it is important to ensure all appropriate
equipment is safely turned off

3.1
3.2

Prepare work and carry it out in an efficient manner
Ensure that there are sufficient ingredients in stock in
line with establishment requirements

3.3

Prepare ingredients to the organisational needs and
quality requirements

3.4

Report any ingredients that are not prepared to the
correct quantity or quality to the proper person

3.5

4 Understand how to prepare food
items for operation and service

5 Be able to close kitchen after
operations

4.1

State why machinery should be cleared between tasks

4.2

State why it is important to monitor the temperature of
kitchen storage equipment and areas

4.3

Describe the organisational menu requirements in
terms of the type, quality and number of ingredients

5.1

Prioritise work and carry it out in an efficient manner

5.2

Check that tools are cleaned and
organisational and legal requirements

5.3

Check food storage equipment meets organisational
and legal requirements for kitchen closure

5.4

5.5

5.6

6 Understand how to close kitchen
after operations

Conduct work in line with legal requirements,
workplace procedures and current legislation relating
to hygienic and safe working practices when preparing
food items ready for operations

stored

to

Check that cooking equipment is turned off,
unplugged and cleaned following manufacturer's and
organisation's instructions
Report any un-cleaned tools, food storage or cooking
equipment or problems to the appropriate person
Conduct work in line with legal requirements,
workplace procedures and current legislation relating
to hygienic and safe working practices when closing
down the kitchen after operations

6.1

State why tools and equipment should be cleaned and
stored following use

6.2

Describe organisational and legal requirements for
food storage equipment when kitchen is closed

6.3

6.4

State organisational and legal requirements for turning
off, unplugging and cleaning cooking equipment
following use
State who problems should be reported to

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 40
Title:

Collect Linen and Make Beds

Level:

F/601/5028
1

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

21

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to collect clean linen and
bed coverings

1.1

Choose and collect the linen and bed coverings needed
for work schedule

1.2

Make sure the linen
organisational standards

1.3
1.4
2 Understand how to collect clean
linen and bed coverings

bed

coverings

meet

Handle and move the linen and bed coverings safely
Keep linen store safe and secure

2.1

Describe safe lifting and handling techniques and why
they should always be used

2.2

State organisational standards for collection of linen and
bed coverings

2.3

State why soiled linen should be kept separate from
clean linen

2.4
2.5

2.6
3 Be able to strip and make beds

and

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

State why linen and linen store must be secure
State why it is important to check linen to make sure it is
clean and up to standard
Outline the types of problems that may happen when
choosing and collecting linen form the linen store and
how to deal with them
Strip all linen and bed covering from beds
Handle and store soiled linen and bed coverings
correctly
Get bed ready for making
Make sure the bed base, bed head, linen and bed
coverings are clean and not damaged

3.5
3.6
3.7
4 Know how to strip and make beds

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

4.6

Make the bed to premises standards with the correct
linen and bed coverings
Leave bed neat, smooth and ready for use
Deal with customers’ personal property according to
organisational procedures
State the correct way to deal with soiled linen
State the right way to sort different fabrics
State organisation’s procedures for making and resheeting beds
State why it is important to use the right sized linen
Outline the types of unexpected situations – including
customer incidents - that may happen when stripping
and making beds and how to deal with them
Describe how to spot and what procedures to use if
encountering bedbugs or other infestations

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 41
Title:

Clean Windows from the Inside

Level:

K/601/5024
1

Credit value:

2

Guided learning hours:

16

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare to clean
windows from inside

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5
2 Know how to prepare to clean
windows from inside

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Prepare working area and equipment
Inspect the surface to be cleaned
Identify any damaged or loose surfaces
Report damaged or loose surfaces to the relevant
person and ask for advice
Choose cleaning materials and methods that are
appropriate to the work schedule, the type of dirt and
the surface to be cleaned
State organisation’s standards for cleaning windows
State how frequently windows should be cleaned
State why protective clothing should be worn when
cleaning
State why cleaning materials should not be mixed

2.5

State why manufacturers' instructions should be followed
when using cleaning equipment and materials

2.6

Outline the types of problems that occur when cleaning
windows and how to deal with them

2.7

State what to do if window areas are above hand reach
height

2.8

State why it is important to prepare windows and
surrounding areas for cleaning

2.9

State why loose or damaged surfaces should be
identified and reported

2.10
3 Be able to clean the inside surface
of windows

3.1

Apply the cleaning agent to the surface in a controlled
way, following the manufacturers' instructions and
recommendations

3.2

Loosen dirt that is stuck on to the surface without
causing damage

3.3

Clean thoroughly and remove an dirt without damaging
the surface

3.4

Report any dirt that you cannot remove to the relevant
person

3.5
3.6
3.7
4 Know how to clean the inside
surface of windows

State the types of equipment and materials that should
be used for loose dirt and dirt that is hard remove

4.1
4.2

Leave windows and glass dry and smear free
Make sure that frames and sills are dry
Put the work area back as found
State why dirt that cannot be removed should be
reported
State why frames and sills should be left dry

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 42
Title:

Cleaning and Servicing a Range of Housekeeping Areas

Level:

J/601/5015
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

28

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to clean and service toilet
and bathroom areas

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Choose the correct cleaning equipment and materials for
toilet and bathroom areas
Clean toilets and surrounding areas correctly
Clean bathroom appliances and surrounding areas
correctly
Clean floors, walls, mirrors and other areas following
correct procedures
Identify and report anything that needs maintenance or
repair
Complete and pass on any records of work, when required

2.2

Carry out a final check of the area to ensure customer
satisfaction
Describe what to do if customers are present when
cleaning rooms
Explain why it is important to prepare the area and yourself
before cleaning and disposing of waste

2.3

Give examples of the types of items in bathrooms and
bedrooms that may need maintenance and repair

2.4

Explain why it is important to report items needing repair
and who to report them to

2.5

Identify the types of records that should be kept in relation
to cleaning

1.8
2 Understand how to clean and
service toilet and bathroom areas

Prepare bathroom and toilet areas for cleaning

2.1

2.6
2.7

Identify why work areas need to be inspected on
completion
State organisational standards for cleaning toilets and
bathroom areas

2.8

2.9

2.1
3 Be able to clean and service
furnished areas

3.1
3.2

3.3

Clean the
procedures

covering

according

to

workplace

Clean the furniture according to workplace procedures
Clean mirrors, wall covering and any other surfaces and
leave the whole area tidy

3.6

Identify and report anything that needs maintenance or
repair
Complete and pass on any records of work correctly

3.8

Carry out a final check of the area to make sure it will
satisfy the customer

4.1

State organisational standards for cleaning in furnished
areas

4.2

Describe safe lifting and carrying techniques and why these
should always be used

4.3

4.4

4.5
Be able to dispose of waste

floor

3.5

3.7

5

State what materials and equipment are used for cleaning
different areas of the bathroom and how to choose the
correct one
Describe the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when cleaning bathrooms and toilets and how to
deal with them
Prepare furnished areas for cleaning
Choose the correct cleaning equipment and materials for
each part of the area

3.4

4 Understand how to clean and
service furnished areas

State when hazard signs are sometimes needed in
preparing the work areas

5.1
5.2

State what materials and equipment are used for cleaning
different furnished areas and how to choose the correct
one
Explain why certain areas need to be kept secure from
unauthorised access
Describe the types of unexpected situations that may
happen when cleaning furnished areas and how to deal
with these
Wear appropriate personal protective clothing
Prepare the waste for despatch making sure it is handled
carefully

5.3
6

Know how to dispose of waste

Sanitise waste containers following workplace procedures

6.1

Describe how to identify different sorts of waste and how
different sorts of waste should be disposed of

6.2

State what materials and equipment are used for waste
disposal

6.3

Describe the types of problems and unexpected situations
that may happen when disposing of waste and how to deal
with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which
can be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 43
Title:

Use of Different Chemicals and Equipment in Housekeeping

Level:

D/601/5005
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

33

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to work using different
chemicals

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2 Understand how to work using
different chemicals

Choose correct chemicals for areas going to be cleaned
Wear appropriate protective clothing
Prepare and use chemicals in line with the manufacturers’
instructions, using the correct equipment
Store chemicals securely

1.5

Complete relevant documentation
organisational procedures

2.1

State the basic legal requirements relating to safe working
practices when using cleaning chemicals

2.2

Describe the warning signs used on cleaning chemical
containers and what they mean

2.3

State how to select appropriate chemicals for a full range
of cleaning jobs

2.4

State why it is important to wear protective clothing when
using chemicals

2.5

State why it is important to follow manufacturers’
instructions for cleaning chemicals

2.6

Explain why it is dangerous to mix certain types of
chemicals together

2.7

State what might happen if relevant legal requirements for
this sort of work are not followed

2.8
2.9

in

line

with

State why work routines and sequences need to be
followed
Described what precautions should be made to the work
area before using chemicals

2.10

2.11
3 Be able to work using manual
equipment

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

4 Understand how to work using
manual equipment

Be able to work using electrical
equipment

Choose correct equipment for areas going to be cleaned
Prepare areas for cleaning
Use equipment safely, correctly and where appropriate
using correct chemicals
Leave areas clean and tidy and free from debris
Store equipment in line with organisational procedures

4.1

4.2

Explain how to choose manual cleaning equipment for the
types of cleaning to be carried out

4.3

State why it is important to follow manufacturers’
instructions for manual equipment

4.4

State why the equipment should be cleaned and stored
correctly after use

5.1
5.2
5.3

6 Know how to work
electrical equipment

Outline the types of problems and unexpected situations
that may happen when preparing and using chemicals and
how to deal with these

State the basic legal requirements relating to safe working
practices when using manual cleaning equipment

4.5
5

State documents that should to be completed when using
chemicals

Outline the types of problems and unexpected situations
that may happen when preparing and using manual
cleaning equipment and how to deal with these
Choose the correct equipment and chemicals for the area
to be cleaned
Check that equipment is safe to use
Select and use correct attachments for equipment

5.4

Use equipment, attachments and chemicals in line with
manufacturers’ instructions

5.5

Store equipment and attachments correctly and in line with
the manufacturers’ instructions

using
6.1

State current relevant legislation relating to safe working
practices when using cleaning chemicals and electrical
equipment

6.2
6.3

State the main dangers when using electrical equipment
and how to avoid these
Describe safe handling and lifting techniques

6.4

State why safe carrying and lifting techniques should be
used

6.5

State what factors need to be taken into account when
using electrical equipment

6.6

Describe the types of problems and unexpected situations
that may happen when preparing and using electrical
cleaning equipment and how to deal with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 44
Title:

Maintain Housekeeping Supplies

Level:

D/601/5036
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

24

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to receive and check
housekeeping supplies

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

2 Understand how to receive and
check housekeeping supplies

3 Be able to store and issue
housekeeping supplies

Receive deliveries of housekeeping supplies and check that
they are not damaged and are within their use-by-date
Make sure that deliveries match orders and delivery notes
Complete delivery documents accurately
Handle and move housekeeping supplies to storage areas
safely and without damaging or losing any supplies
Keep receiving areas clean, tidy hygienic and secure

2.1

State the basic legal requirements relating to safe working
practices when handling housekeeping supplies

2.2

State why damaged goods should not be accepted and
what to do if they are delivered

2.3

Describe safe lifting and handling techniques and why they
are important

2.4

State why it is important to keep receiving areas clean and
tidy

2.5

State why receiving areas need to be secure from
unauthorised access

2.6

State what procedures to follow when discrepancies in
deliveries/delivery documentations has be indentified

2.7

State what procedures to follow to handle and transport
goods safely to storage areas

3.1

Store housekeeping supplies under the correct storage
conditions

3.2
3.3

Follow stock rotation and issuing procedures

3.4

Report low levels of housekeeping supplies to the
appropriate members of staff

3.5

Keep storage areas clean, tidy and hygienic, reporting
signs of pest infestations immediately

3.6

4 Understand how to store and
issue housekeeping supplies

Issue housekeeping supplies ensuring that they are
handled in line with manufacturers’ instructions

Secure storage areas against unauthorised access

3.7

Refer all tasks outside own area of responsibility to the
appropriate member of staff

4.1

State why storage conditions are important and what
effect they have on housekeeping supplies

4.2

State what procedures to follow to correctly and safely
store goods

4.3

State why it is important to store housekeeping supplies
under the correct conditions

4.4

State why storage areas need to be secure from
unauthorised access

4.5

Describe what procedures to follow to proof storage areas
from pest infestation

4.6

State why a constant stock of housekeeping supplies
should be maintained

4.7

State what the minimum and maximum stock levels are

4.8

State why it is important to maintain accurate and
complete records of items received, stored and issued

4.9

State why it is important to separate different kinds of
stock, for example food and chemicals

4.10

Outline the types of problems and unexpected situations
that may happen when storing goods and how to deal
with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 45
Title:

Clean, maintain and protect semi-hard and hard floors

Level:

D/600/6336
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

23

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Understand how to prepare to
clean semi-hard and hard floors

1.1
1.2

Explain the process for preparing to clean hard floors

1.3

State the importance of maintaining personal hygiene
when cleaning

1.4

State the importance of removing personal items and
where these should be stored

1.5

State the importance of wearing appropriate personal
protective equipment and for others to see it being worn

1.6

State the importance of checking health and safety
instructions against organisational requirements

1.7

Explain why it is important to follow the checks and
restrictions for use of deep cleaning equipment

1.8

State what could happen if the right safety measures are
not taken

1.9

2 Understand how to clean semihard and hard floors

State types of semi-hard and hard floors

State the importance of colour coding

1.10

State factors which would affect how to clean a semi
hard or hard floor

2.1

State the importance of removing large items of debris
by hand before beginning cleaning

2.2

Describe the safe handling techniques which should be
used for removing large items of debris

2.3
2.4

State methods for removing loose dust and debris
Explain how to select a method for removing loose dust
and debris

2.5
2.6

Describe how different types of spillages can be
identified

2.7

Describe the importance of reporting body fluids and
spillages that you cannot identify

2.8

2.9
2.10
2.11
3 Understand how to treat semi-hard
and hard floors

State which containers to put dust and debris into

3.1

Give reasons why body fluids or spillages that are
unidentified should not be cleaned until instructions to
do so have been issued
State methods that could be used to remove spillages
Explain how to select a method to clean up spillages
State the importance of disposing of unused cleaning
solutions correctly
State methods of treatment for semi hard and hard
floors and the most effective and economical to use for
the task

3.2

Explain how to select the most appropriate place to carry
out test cleans

3.3

Explain why test cleans should be carried out before
applying treatments

3.4

Describe the circumstances under which equipment and
surfaces should be pre-treated

3.5
3.6

Explain why treatments should be applied evenly
State the importance of reporting any stains that cannot
be removed
State the importance of leaving the floor:
• neutralised

3.7

• free of ground in soil
• free of protective coatings

4 Understand how to protect hard
floors

4.1
4.2

State the range of protective coatings available
Describe how to select an appropriate protective coating

5 Be able to prepare to clean semihard and hard floors

4.3

Explain how to decide on the number of protective
coatings which should be applied

4.4

State the importance of applying the coating and
burnishing evenly

4.5

Describe the correct method of disposing of unused
protective coatings

4.6

State the importance of putting things back as you
found them when cleaning is complete

5.1

Prepare the work area and equipment so that the task
can be completed efficiently, correctly and safely

5.2

Select the appropriate personal protective equipment for
use when cleaning floors

5.3

Select the correct equipment for the work area and the
most effective treatment to use

5.4

Report damaged and deteriorated floor surfaces that
may require restoration

5.5

Identify and note any factors that may affect how the
floor is cleaned

5.6

Identify any additional requirements that need to be
applied other than supervisors instructions

5.7
6 be able to clean semi-hard and
hard floors

Ventilate the area during cleaning

6.1

Remove large items of debris and loose dust carefully
and safely without causing it to spread

6.2

Report any bodily fluid or spillages that cannot be
identified according to organisational requirements
Select a method for clearing up spillages that is correct
for:
• the floor

6.3
• the size of spillage
• the type of spillage

6.4

Select equipment and cleaning agents that are right for
the floor taking into account the amount of ground insoil

6.5

Soften ground in soil and stains before attempting to
remove them

6.6

Conduct a test clean in an area where marks are least
likely to be noticed

6.7

6.8

7

Apply the treatment safely according to manufacturer’s
instructions without over wetting or damaging the
surface
Report stains that cannot be removed

6.9

Dispose of unused cleaning treatments and waste
products in line with organisational requirements

7.1

Select an appropriate protective coating and equipment
for the floor surface

Be able to protect hard floors

7.2

7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

Apply the correct number of protective coatings evenly
and systematically to the floor, following manufacturer’s
instructions
Leave the floor dry and free of dust
Dispose of unused materials correctly and return items
to the correct place
Dispose of waste correctly
Reinstate the work area

Assessment requirements:
This unit is subject to Asset Skills principles of assessment
http://www.assetskills.org/QualificationsAndStandards/Qualifications.asp

which

can

be

found

at:

Unit 46
Title:

Clean and maintain soft floors and furnishings

Level:

H/600/6337
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

21

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Understand how to prepare to
clean soft floors and furnishings

1.1

Describe the importance of having an up-to-date
cleaning specification and from where it can be obtained

1.2

State the importance of maintaining personal hygiene
when cleaning

1.3

State the importance of removing personal items and
where these should be stored

1.4

2 Understand how to maintain soft
floors and furnishings

State the importance of wearing the appropriate
personal protective equipment and for others to see it
being worn

1.5

State the importance of checking health and safety
instructions against organisational requirements

1.6

Explain why it is important to follow the checks and
restrictions for use of deep cleaning equipment

1.7

Describe how to assess that the material is suitable for
the planned treatment

2.1

State the importance of removing superficial dust and
debris before commencing the cleaning process and how
this is done

2.2

Describe the best methods and materials for carrying out
deep cleaning identifying possible alternatives

2.3

Describe methods of softening ground in soiling and
stains to how to identify when the material is soft enough

2.4

Explain how to select the most appropriate place to carry
out test cleans

2.5

Explain why test cleans should be carried out before
applying treatments

2.6
2.7

3 Be able to prepare to maintain
soft floors and furnishings

Describe the circumstances in which equipment and
surfaces should be pre-treated
Explain why treatments should be applied evenly

2.8

Describe how to clean methodically to reduce dust
spreading

2.9

State ways to avoid damaging surfaces and the possible
results of any damage

2.1

State the importance of taking precautions in cleaning
unsecured items such as rugs

2.1

State the possible dangers of working at heights and how
to do so safely

2.1

Describe the importance of removing any excess
moisture from the area which has been cleaned

3.1

Prepare the work area and equipment so that the task
can be completed efficiently and safely
Examine the material to make sure it is suitable for the
planned treatment given the:
• Type of soiling

3.2
• position
• amount of soiling

3.3

Identify whether the material is colourfast and shrink
resistant

3.4

Identify and report damaged and deteriorated surfaces
that may require restoration

3.5

Identify and note any factors that may affect how the
material is cleaned

3.6

Identify any additional requirements that need to be
applied other than supervisors instructions

3.7

Identify and move any portable objects that may hinder
working

3.8

Ventilate the area during deep cleaning

4 Be able to maintain soft floors and
furnishings

4.1

Remove loose dust and debris before applying the
cleaning agent or treatment

4.2

Soften ground in-soil and stains before attempting to
remove them

4.3

Conduct a test clean in an area where marks are least
likely to be noticed

4.4

Apply the treatment safely according to manufacturer’s
instructions without over wetting or damaging the
material

4.5

Assess the treated area and apply more treatment to
remove stains safely where necessary

4.6

Leave surfaces with an even appearance when work is
completed

4.7

Leave the material free of excess moisture and ground in
soil when work is completed

4.8
4.9
4.10

Dispose of waste correctly
Reinstate the work area
Report stains that cannot be removed

Assessment requirements:
This unit is subject to Asset Skills principles of assessment
http://www.assetskills.org/QualificationsAndStandards/Qualifications.asp

which

can

be

found

at:

Unit 47
Title:

Providing a Linen Service

Level:

H/601/5037
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

25

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to receive and check linen
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

2

Understand how to receive and
check linen

2.1
2.2

3 Be able to store and issue clean
linen

Match deliveries of linen supplies with orders and
delivery notes
Complete delivery documentation accurately
Report discrepancies with deliveries to the appropriate
person
Move clean linen safely to the storage area
Check linen meets presentation requirements and report
any discrepancies to the appropriate person
Keep receiving areas clean, tidy, hygienic and secure
State current legislation relating to safe working practices
when handling and storing linen
State why damaged goods should not be accepted

2.3

State what procedures to follow if the amount delivered
does not match orders and delivery notes

2.4

Describe what procedures to follow if the linen delivered
does not meet the required standards of presentation

2.5

Describe what to do if bed bugs or other infestations are
spotted in clean linen

2.6

State why receiving areas should be kept clean, tidy and
free from rubbish

2.7

State why linen received should be checked it is correctly
folded

3.1

Store linen supplies under the correct conditions

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
4 Understand how to store and issue
clean linen

Follow stock rotation procedures
Issue correct type and quantity of linen to staff
Keep accurate and complete records of items received,
stored and issued
Report signs of missing stock immediately
Keep storage areas clean, dry and secure
Report any signs of pest infestation immediately

4.1

Explain why storage conditions are important and what
effects they have on linen items in storage

4.2

Describe what procedures should be followed to store
linen

4.3

Explain why stock rotation procedures are important

4.4

State what procedures should be followed to issue linen
items to staff

4.5

Describe why accurate records of clean linen items
received, stored and issued should be maintained

4.6

State why it is important to secure linen stores against
unauthorised access

4.7

State what procedures should be followed to make sure
pest infestation does not occur

4.8
4.9

Describe what to do if pest infestation is identified
Describe the types of problems that may happen when
storing linen and how to deal with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 48
Title:

Carry Out Periodic Room Servicing and Deep Cleaning

Level:

K/601/5010
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

27

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to carry out periodic room
servicing

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2 Understand how to carry out
periodic room servicing

Make sure necessary information about the schedule
and requirements for periodic room servicing is available
Obtain the necessary stock to replace items in the room
Carry out the required periodic room servicing
Leave the room in the required condition

1.5

Follow the correct procedures for items that have been
replaced

1.6

Identify and report anything that needs specialist
maintenance

2.1

Outline the schedule for periodic room servicing and
deep clean in organisation

2.2

State why it is important to follow this schedule

2.3

State why the work area needs to be inspected on
completion

2.4

State organisation's quality standards for the appearance
and cleanliness of rooms

2.5

State areas and items that may need specialist
maintenance and how to report these

2.6

State how to identify items that need replacing and
obtain the correct items

2.7

State the correct procedures for dealing with items that
have been replaced

3 Be able to carry out periodic deep
cleaning

3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

4 Understand how to carry out
periodic deep cleaning

Make sure necessary information about the schedule
and requirements for periodic deep cleaning are
available
Prepare areas for periodic deep cleaning
Choose the correct cleaning equipment and materials
for each part of the area
Carry out periodic deep cleaning as required
Leave the room in the required condition

3.6

Identify and report any items that need specialist
maintenance

4.1

Outline the preparations needed to carry out periodic
deep cleaning and why these are important

4.2

State the equipment and materials needed for periodic
deep cleaning and how to obtain them

4.3

Describe how to use the equipment and materials
efficiently and safely

4.4

State health and safety requirements for high dusting

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st's website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 49
Title:

Deal with Arrival of Customers

Level:

D/601/5120
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

32

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to deal with the arrival of
customers

1.1
1.2

Retrieve any customer booking details from the
booking system and check them with the customer

1.3

Offer alternatives for any services that are not available
as requested

1.4
1.5

2

Know how to deal with the arrival
of customers

Correctly identify customer requirements

Complete the registration document correctly
Give accurate information which meets customer needs

1.6

Promote the services and facilities of organisation when
appropriate

1.7

Pass on customer details to the relevant departments in
line with organisation’s procedures

2.1

State organisation’s standards for customer care and
why these are important

2.2

State organisation’s booking procedures, and why it is
important to follow these correctly

2.3

State organisation’s checking in procedures, and why it
is important to follow these

2.4

State
basic
legal
requirements
relating
accommodation, goods and services for sale

2.5

2.6

to

Outline the types of unexpected situations and
problems that may occur when customers arrive, and
how to deal with these
State why registration documentation must be correctly
completed by the customer

2.7

State the specific requirements for registering overseas
visitors

2.8

State the organisation’s procedure for allocation of
rooms

2.9

State why it is important to give accurate information to
customers

2.10

State why it is important to correctly identify customer
requirements

2.11

State what registration information must be obtained, in
order to comply with legislation

2.12

State why all correspondence relating to the booking
should be available

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 50
Title:

Deal with Bookings

Level:

L/601/5100
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

30

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to deal with booking
enquiries

2 Know how to deal with booking
enquiries

1.1

Be polite and helpful when dealing with enquiries

1.2

Find out what the customer needs and give them
accurate information

1.3

Take the opportunity to sell other products and services
to the customer

1.4

Invite the customer to make a booking, and take and
record their details correctly

2.1

State the importance of dealing with customers politely
and helpfully at all times

2.2

State why it is important to give accurate spoken and
written information to customers

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7
2.8

Outline the types of unexpected situations and
problems that may occur with bookings, and how to
deal with these
State basic legal requirements relating to goods and
services for sale when receiving, confirming, amending
and cancelling booking enquiries
Describe
systems

organisation’s

booking

procedures

and

State the importance of up-selling, room/product rates
and yield management and how these apply to own
work role
State why it is important to get and record booking
details accurate
State why it is important to take the opportunity to sell
products and services

3 Be able to confirm, cancel and
amend bookings

3.1
3.2

3.3
4 Know how to confirm, cancel and
amend bookings

Deal with confirmations in the booking systems
Identify, check and follow up unconfirmed bookings in
the booking system
Deal with booking amendments and cancellations and
maintain records of bookings in line with organisation’s
procedures

4.1

State organisation’s
procedures

cancellation

policies

and

4.2

State why confirmations and deposits are required from
customers

4.3

State why it is essential to follow up unconfirmed
bookings

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 51
Title:

Prepare Customer Accounts and Deal with Departures

Level:

A/601/5125
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

30

Learning outcomes
The learner will:

Assessment criteria
The learner can:

1

Be able to prepare and maintain
customer accounts

1.1

Enter charges regularly and accurately against customer
accounts in the accounts system

1.2

Record any account adjustments accurately against
customer accounts

1.3
1.4

2 Understand how to prepare and
maintain customer accounts

Present accounts to customer

1.5

Make sure customer accounts cannot be accessed by
unauthorised people

2.1

Describe organisational standards for customer care, and
why it is important to follow these

2.2

State the basic legal requirements relating to preparing
and maintaining customer accounts

2.3

Describe organisational procedures for customer
accounts, and why it is important to follow these

2.4

Explain why customer accounts must be updated
regularly with charges and adjustments

2.5

State why it is important to give accurate verbal and
written information to customers

2.6

State why customer accounts must be secure from
unauthorised access

2.7
3 Be able to deal with the departure
of customers

File and store account documents correctly at all times

3.1

Outline the types of unexpected situations and problems
that may occur with customer accounts, and how to deal
with these correctly
Prepare documents and other necessary items before the
customer departs

3.2
3.3

Check customer account details and request payment as
required

3.4

Complete documentation and deal with it using the
correct account or booking system

3.5

3.6

4 Understand how to deal with the
departure of customers

Present the account to the customer for confirmation

Complete all other procedures for customer departures
Record customer comments, complaints and suggestions
and feed them back to appropriate person or
department
facilities

as

3.7

Promote establishment
appropriate

State the basic legal requirements relating
accommodation, goods and services for sale

to

4.1

4.2

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
dealing with the departure of customers

4.3

services

and

State organisational procedures for customer departures

4.4

State why complaints, comments and suggestions should
be recorded and fed back to the appropriate person

4.5

State why details of any extra charges should be available
to the customer

4.6

4.7

Outline the types of unexpected situations and problems
that may occur with customer departures and how to
deal with these correctly
Describe opportunities to promote the organisation
when the customer is leaving

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 52
Title:

Deal with Communications as Part of the Reception Function

Level:

F/601/5109
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

21

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to deal with incoming
communications

1.1

Deal with communications promptly, politely and in line
with organisational style

1.2

Identify the person, find out what their needs are and
deal with these correctly

1.3

Answer enquiries accurately
confidential information

1.4

Record clear and accurate messages and pass them on
as requested

1.5
2 Know how to deal with incoming
communications

2.1

without

giving

any

Deal correctly with any problems
State the range of methods of communication that can
be used to communicate with other organisations and
people

2.2

Describe how to use the communication equipment in
organisation

2.3

State organisational style when communicating with
other organisations and people

2.4

State why it is important to deal with everyone politely
and helpfully

2.5

Outline the types of unexpected situations and problems
that may occur when communicating with others, and
how to deal with these

2.6

State why it is important to give only accurate and nonconfidential information

2.7

State organisational standards for answering telephone
calls, and why these are important

2.8

2.9
3 Be able to deal with outgoing
communications

3.1
3.2

State why it is important to relay messages promptly to
those concerned, and the procedures that should be
followed
Choose the best method of communication with the
person concerned
Use organisation's agreed style

3.3

Communicate in a way that gives a positive impression of
self and the organisation

3.4

State personal identity and explain the reason why
contact is being made

3.5

Give only non-confidential and relevant information to
the person that has been contacted

3.6
3.7
4 Know how to deal with outgoing
communications

State why it is important to identify people who make
enquiries and establish their needs

Leave clear and accurate messages where needed
Deal with any problems correctly

4.1

State the importance of stating personal identity and
explaining the purpose of making contact

4.2

State why it is important to give only accurate and nonconfidential information

4.3

State why it is important to communicate clearly, using a
tone and pace which can be easily understood

4.4

Describe how to communicate both orally and in writing,
in a way that gives a positive impression of self and the
organisation

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 53
Title:

Produce documents in a business environment

Level:

T/601/2482
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

15

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Understand the purpose of
producing high quality and
attractive documents in a business
environment

2 Know
the
resources
and
technology available and how to
use them when producing
documents
in
a
business
environment

1.1

Outline different types of documents that may be
produced and the different styles that could be used

1.2

Describe different formats in which text may be
presented

1.3

Explain the purpose and benefits of producing high
quality and attractive documents

2.1

Describe the types of resources available for producing
high quality and attractive documents

2.2

Outline ways of using different resources to produce
documents

2.3
3 Understand the purpose of
following
procedures
when
producing documents in a
business environment

Describe different types of technology available for
inputting, formatting and editing text, and their main
features

3.1

Explain the benefits of agreeing the purpose, content,
style, and deadlines for producing documents

3.2

Outline different ways of organising content needed for
documents

3.3

Outline ways of integrating and laying out text and nontext

3.4

3.5
3.6

Describe ways of checking finished documents for
accuracy – including spelling, grammar and punctuation
– and correctness, and the purpose of doing so
Explain the purpose of storing documents safely and
securely, and ways of doing so
Explain the purpose of confidentiality and data protection
when preparing documents

3.7
4 Be able to prepare for tasks
4.1
5 Be able to produce documents to
agreed specifications

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Assessment requirements: N/A

Explain the purpose and benefits of meeting deadlines
Confirm the purpose, content, style and deadlines for
documents
Prepare resources needed to produce documents
Organise the content required to produce documents
Make use of technology, as required
Format and produce documents to an agreed style
Integrate non-text objects into an agreed layout, if
required
Check texts for accuracy
Edit and correct texts, as required
Clarify document requirements, when necessary

5.9

Store documents safely
organisational procedures

and

securely

following

5.10

Present documents to the required format and within the
agreed deadlines

Unit 54
Title:

Use office equipment

Level:

H/601/2493
2

Credit value:

4

Guided learning hours:

18

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Know about different types of
office equipment and its uses

2 Understand the purpose of
following instructions and health
and safety procedures

3 Understand how to use equipment
in a way that minimises waste

1.1
1.2

Describe the different features of different types of office
equipment

1.3

Explain why different types of equipment are chosen for
tasks
Explain the purpose of following
instructions when using equipment

manufacturer’s

2.1

Explain the purpose of following
instructions when using equipment

organisational

2.2

2.3

Identify health and safety procedures for using different
types of equipment

2.4

Explain the purpose of following health and safety
procedures when using equipment

2.5

Explain the purpose of keeping equipment clean and
hygienic

3.1
3.2
3.3

4 Know about the different types of
problems that may occur when
using equipment and how to deal
with them

Identify different types of equipment and their uses

4.1

4.2

4.3

Give examples of waste when using equipment
Give examples of ways to reduce waste
Explain the purpose of minimising waste
Give examples of equipment problems
Explain the purpose of following manufacturer’s
instructions and organisational procedures when dealing
with problems
Give examples of how to deal with problems

5 Understand the purpose of
meeting work standards and
deadlines
6 Understand the purpose of leaving
equipment and the work area
ready for the next user
7 Be able to use office equipment

5.1

Explain the purpose of meeting work standards and
deadlines when using equipment

6.1

Explain the purpose of leaving equipment and the work
area ready for the next user

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

Assessment requirements: N/A

Locate and select equipment needed for a task
Use
equipment
following
organisational guidelines

manufacturer’s

and

Use equipment minimising waste
Keep equipment clean and hygienic
Deal with equipment problems following manufacturer’s
and organisational procedures
Refer problems, if required
Make sure final
requirements

work

product

meets

agreed

Make sure that product is delivered to agreed timescale
Make sure equipment, resources and work area are
ready for the next user

Unit 55
Title:

Handle Mail and Book External Services

Level:

M/601/5123
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

28

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to
messages

handle

mail

and

1.1
1.2

1.3

1.4
2

Know how to handle mail and
messages

3 Be able to book external services

Collect mail and messages
Sort and distribute mail and messages to the correct
person or place
Deal with mail and messages which have not been
collected and distributed in line with workplace
procedures
Make sure that mail and messages are kept secure

2.1

State why it is important to communicate politely and
helpfully

2.2

State the legal requirements for handling mail and
messages

2.3

Describe safe and hygienic working practices when
handling mail, messages and written communications

2.4

Describe organisation’s procedures for handling and
distributing mail and why these are important

2.5

State why suspicious
immediately

2.6

Explain why written communications should be secured
against unauthorised access

2.7

State what the procedures are for recoding delivery and
registered mail

2.8

Outline the types of unexpected situations and problems
that may occur and how to deal with these

3.1

items

should

Identify customer needs and requirements

be

reported

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
4 Know how to book external services

Identify organisations correctly and contact them as
requested
Book services which meet customer needs
Provide customers with accurate details of the booking
and of any alternatives
Follow organisation’s procedures for booking services

4.1

State the types of services that might be asked to be
booked and the procedures that should be followed

4.2

State why it is important to give accurate verbal and
written information to customers

4.3

State why confirmation and deposits are required from
customers

4.4

Outline the types of unexpected situations and problems
that may occur and how to deal with these

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

Unit 56
Title:
Provide reception services

Level:

K/601/2480
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

15

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Understand the purpose of reception
services in a business environment

2 Understand
The procedures to be followed when
providing reception services

1.1

Explain the purpose of the receptionist role as the first
point of contact between the public / client and an
organisation

1.2

Explain the purpose of presenting a positive image of
self and the organisation

1.3

Explain how to present a positive image of self and the
organisation

2.1

Describe the structure and lines of communication in
an organisation

2.2

Explain how the structure in an organisation affects
lines of communication

2.3

2.4

2.5

Explain the purpose of entry, departure, security and
confidentiality
procedures,
including
own
responsibilities
Explain how to carry out entry, departure, security and
confidentiality procedures in a reception area
Explain the purpose of health and safety procedures
when providing a reception service, including own
responsibilities

2.6

Explain how to carry out health and safety procedures
in a reception area

2.7

Describe the emergency procedures and your role
within them

2.8

Describe the types of problems that may occur with
visitors including, conflict and aggression

2.9
3 Understand ways of improving reception
services and developing own role

4 Provide a reception service

3.1

Explain the purpose of suggesting ideas for improving
a reception area

3.2

Explain the purpose of carrying out additional duties, if
applicable, and give examples

4.1

4.2

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Assessment requirements: N/A

Explain ways of dealing with problems and when to
refer them to an appropriate colleague

Present a positive image of self and the organisation
Provide individuals with requested information and
other useful information, within guidelines on
confidentiality
Follow entry and exit security procedures, if required
Follow relevant health and safety procedures
Deal with problems that may occur, if necessary
Refer problems, as required

4.7

Make sure a reception area gives a positive image of
the organisation

4.8

Make suggestions for improving a reception area, as
required

4.9

Follow organisational procedures in the event of an
accident or emergency, as required

4.1

Look for and complete additional task(s) during quiet
periods, as required

Unit 57
Title:

Store and retrieve information

Level:

R/601/2490
2

Credit value:

3

Guided learning hours:

17

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Understand processes and
procedures for storing and
retrieving information

1.1

Explain the purpose of storing and retrieving required
information

1.2

Describe different information systems and their main
features

1.3

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2 Be able to store information

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Explain the purpose of legal and organisational
requirements for the security and confidentiality of
information
Explain the purpose of confirming information to be
stored and retrieved
Describe ways of checking information for accuracy
Explain the purpose of checking information for accuracy
Explain the purpose of providing information to agreed
format and timescales
Describe the types of information that may be deleted
Describe problems that may occur with information
systems and how to deal with them, when necessary
Identify, confirm and collect information to be stored
Follow legal and organisational procedures for security
and confidentiality of information to be stored
Store information in approved locations
Check and update stored information, if required
Delete stored information, if required
Deal with, or refer problems, if required

3 Be able to retrieve information

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Assessment requirements: N/A

Confirm and identify information to be retrieved
Follow legal and organisational procedures for security
and confidentiality of information
Locate and retrieve the required information
Check and update information, if required
Provide information in the agreed format and timescale
Deal with, or refer problems if required

Unit 58
Title:

Provide Tourism Information Services to Customers

Level:

R/601/5129
2

Credit value:

5

Guided learning hours:

50

Learning outcomes

Assessment criteria

The learner will:

The learner can:

1

Be able to work with customers on
their tourism information needs

1.1
1.2

Use open questioning techniques to identify the
customer needs

1.3

Use active listening skills when identifying the customer
needs

1.4

Make clear any areas of uncertainty with the customer if
appropriate

1.5

2 Understand how to work with
customers on their tourism
information needs

Politely welcome customers

Confirm customer requirements

1.6

Ensure that the customer is willing to pay for any external
tourism information services, if appropriate

1.7

Focus on the customer’s needs while recognising other
customers that may be waiting

2.1

State why it is important to be helpful and polite

2.2

Explain when and how to use open question techniques
effectively

2.3

State why using active listening skills is helpful to the
customer

2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

State why it is essential to confirm the customer needs
State why it is important to check the customer is happy
with the service and how to deal with any dissatisfaction
State how to access information and sources
Describe what tourism information the organisation
possesses and where this is stored

3 Be able to seek tourism
information and offer advice to
customers

2.8

Describe arrangements organisations can negotiate with
tourism organisations

2.9

State what information is available without charge and
what information is available with a charge

2.10

Describe how to organise the customers in manner that
ensures all customers will be dealt with effectively

3.1

Identify sources that provide the information required by
the customer

3.2

Ensure that the information identified is accurate, current
and relates to the customer

3.3

Provide relevant information and advice to the customer
based on their needs

3.4

Clearly explain any restrictions with information and or
products and services when appropriate

3.5

Offer information and advice that best fits the customer
needs if several options are available

3.6

4 Understand how to seek tourism
information and offer advice to
customers

Confirm politely with the customer that they have
understood the information and advice that has been
provided

3.7

Give customers written and/or printed confirmation of
the information they have sought, where appropriate

3.8

Ensure that the customer is happy with the service
provided and politely conclude the customer enquiry

4.1

Describe how to access and use a range of different
information sources

4.2

List a range of other external organisations that provide
tourism information and how to contact them

4.3

Describe company procedures with regards to booking
fees, liabilities and billing customers

4.4

Describe how to effectively structure advice and what
limitations there are to the advice provided

4.5

4.6

State the relevant parts of the disability discrimination
legislation and its implications when giving advice and
information to customers
State the methods available for providing written or
printed information to customers

4.7

Describe methods for politely concluding customer
interactions

Assessment requirements:
This unit should be assessed against People 1st assessment strategy and evidence requirements which can
be found on People 1st’s website: www.people1st.co.uk.

